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FLEXcon reacts positively
to customer challenges.
For over 40 years, FLEXcon has been reacting daily
to customer needs, creating value-added solutions
with pressure-sensitive films that deliver advantages
in performance, cost and availability.
Our number-one priority is the customer.
FLEXcon’s Business Teams, consisting of sales,
customer service, technical service and marketing
professionals, bring you valuable knowledge and
applications expertise, providing fast, efficient,
personalized service. This focused approach allows
us to gain intimate knowledge of your
challenges, capabilities and concerns,
and enables us to work with you to
build long and lasting relationships.
This commitment to our
customers has allowed FLEXcon to
grow by constantly reacting to the need

for new application solutions. With 10,000-plus
standard and custom products produced each year more than anyone else in the industry - we help you
turn challenges into opportunities.
So the next time you’re looking for a positive
reaction from a supplier, look to FLEXcon. We offer
a world of pressure-sensitive film
solutions for your application needs.
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elcome to the ﬁrst
edition of Labels & Labelling in
2003 – the Chinese Year of the Year
of the Ram. Another signiﬁcant
milestone we will celebrate this
year is the 25th Anniversary of
Labels & Labelling magazine, which falls on the 3rd Edition of the magazine (June-July).
We will be marking the anniversary with a Special Edition of L&L in
which the top executives of global label industry suppliers and converters will give their views on where this industry is going in the next
quarter century, building on the trends which have shaped the last 25
years. In this issue of L&L, the magazine’s founder Mike Fairley considers the results of a survey carried out amongst a large sample of
converters at Labelexpo Chicago on what they see as a the main challenges facing the industry. Consolidation amongst industry suppliers,
globalisation, e-commerce were all picked out as key concerns and this
will provide signiﬁcant feedback for our anniversary magazine.
In November, L&L will host a 25th Anniversary conference which will
pick up on these themes and provide a major platform for the industry
to move forward with conﬁdence into new applications, new geographical markets and new
technologies.
As part of this project, L&L
embarks this month on an
ambitious project to gauge
the number of companies
involved in printing all types
of labels worldwide. We are
uniquely positioned to do
this. Each issue of L&L is now
available for download over
the internet in a searchable
PDF archive (visit www.labelsandlabelling.com),
and
some 6,500 readers worldwide now read the magazine on-line in addition to 13,500 reading the
hard copy in Europe and the US, 5,000 reading L&L Asia-Paciﬁc (from
this month translated into Chinese) and another 5,000 L&L Latin
America (in Spanish and Portugese).
No converter today can be insulated from the global trends reshaping our industry – even if you think you only serve customers in
your own district, state or country. With the growth of internet-ordering,
global digital workﬂows and consolidation amongst converters and suppliers, the World is coming to your corner of the planet with frightening
speed. Time to start preparing.
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amongst industry
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e-commerce were
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key concerns
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Andy Thomas
Group Managing Editor
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magnetic flexible dies from
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Tooling up

The tools exist to take much of the guesswork out of 4-color process
damage relationships with end user customers. James Kadlec lay

I

'm actually sitting in a meeting for which a new customer
is having a disaster of a time working with another trade shop.
Going through my mind is that there are tools available for
starting out in process printing, not "just ﬁngerprint & go".
Many of these tools were not used. WHY I ask myself?
Basic rules and tools to begin the quality road of 4/c process
printing starts with understanding how ink is transferred to the
substrate, and what the color density and hue is. A ﬁngerprint
test in my experiences is nothing more than an expensive
pretty picture printing day. Why? Information is not retained,
or necessarily utilized each time a process project is put on
press, or not all substrates are properly tested. Does the ﬁngerprint test guide prepress with dot gain information? Yes.
But when this information is incorrectly applied – wrong sub-

strate for example – press side, nothing can usually be compensated. So, I back-up and start to look at the big picture.

The basic tools for 4/c process printing
Retaining information is required from every 4/c process run
and/or ﬁngerprint test
● Write down anilox roll line ruling, bcm & serial number of
anilox if available
● Was a blade or metering roller used? What type of blade is
important
● Order of ink lay down (press rotation)
● Maintain bearer/color bar including gray balance bar
samples with ﬁnal printed samples. This will become a guide
for future runs showing densities and hue

Labels on-line: www.labelsandlabeling.com

for color
printing. Failure to use them can result in costly mistakes and
out some basic guidelines
● Average run speed
● Ink type and brand along with any additives made at beginning/during the run including transparent white
● ALWAYS use the same ink manufacturer for consistency
within the project. Different manufacturers typically have
different anilox requirements to balance color within a
single project
● CLEAN anilox rolls are imperative
● Laminates and U.V. Varnishes WILL change the ﬁnal printed
result from the proof
● Type of plate mounting tape used (softness of cushion tape or
hard vinyl?)
● Plate material, and how the plate was exposed (bank light,
High deﬁnition or digital)
● Dot gain curve being applied for the plates based on above
variables
‘All I need are register marks! Right?’ NO!!
‘Bearer/color bar, and gray balance? Do we really need them?
What are they?’
These are common questions constantly asked by pressman
and owners of ﬂexo shops. These are tools of the ﬂexo trade that
should be built right into the plates.

■ Bearer Bars
A bearer bar is a narrow strip of plate material running parallel
with the web direction used to maintain constant contact
between the plate and substrate along with the anilox roll. The
bearer typically is included on the plate with varying widths
depending on application, waste allowance and press size
(.0625, .125, .1875 are common widths). So why is constant
contact so important? Think of driving down the road with
hexagon wheels. Every time you hit a high point you feel a
bounce, or hard contact at that point. Each hard contact distorts the image’s edge. Additionally constant bouncing is
believed to help cause gear marking.

■ Color Bars

■ Color Hue & Density
Color hue and density matters? Absolutely. Why? Color is
created in balance, where too much of any single, or all colors
will shift the ﬁnal printed image toward darkness or the dominant color. Matching the color bars and gray balance bars starts
the press operator with a baseline guide to make color adjustments. This baseline is more important in ﬂexo, since in
general we do not have the ability to "key" or adjust colors in
selected areas as the litho printers do.

■ Gray Balance Bars
Gray balance bars? What are these? Gray balance is simply
when the three colors (cyan, magenta, yellow) in proper proportions appear gray. When gray balance bars are provided in a dot
generated proof, the “optimum” hue and densities have been
achieved. Once on press, these bars help the operator identify
which color is going out of balance during the press run. Gray
balance is very much a tool that when watched during the run
will help provide consistency. A typical gray balance bar is .125"
x 1.000" along side the bearers.

■ Registration Marks
Registration marks? We all know we need these to help
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Color bars? Who needs them? Any ﬂexo printer intending to
produce quality 4/c process or better quality printing needs
color bars. The main purpose of a color bar is to aid in color

quality control. For example, I mentioned earlier the new customer and their disaster. The trade shop that provided 4/c
process plates did not include color bars, or gray balance bars.
This customer had been trying to set-up the project for several
days without these tools and consistently was printing the
image too dark. How did I help? Simple, I worked with the
pressman having them print progressives (single color printed
samples of each process color). Once the progressives were
produced, we were able to compare the solid bearer bar to the
analog proof for color hue, and density. A typical color bar is
.125" x .250" along the side of the bearers, and should be
included on ALL process projects. Utilizing color bars on
non-process projects helps to provide a consistent color
“swatch” to match colors to. Sometimes the subject being
printed is merely thin lines and/or text, making color harder to
match. Utilizing this tool color can be more readily matched
and maintained.

Matching the color bars and gray balance bars starts
the press operator with a baseline guide to make color
adjustments

“

”

mount and align plates into register. Just use a simple circle
with crosshairs inside? No! Lets make these register marks
work for us. I have experienced many times press operators
claiming that the plates provided do not register when they are
on press “in register”. It is clearly possible to squeeze a plate
enough to allow one mark to smash over another, making them
look in register. This scenario can be avoided by adding
another tool to the already common circle with crosshairs
inside. Simply by adding another line at a 45 degree angle from
the center of the mark outward – preferably extending past the
outer circle by .0625+". This "tail" will never be able to be
smashed into register. The out of register color will always peek
out from underneath the other(s), showing which color is the
culprit of misregistration.

■ Dot Gain & Curve
Dot gain and curve? Dot gain and curves to be applied for ﬂexo
printing are initially reviewed and calculated from the infamous ﬁngerprint test. Stepping back a moment, dot gain needs
to be clearly understood. Dot gain can be created in many
facets. To name a few:
● Film image setter not calibrated for density and/or linearity
● Plate exposure equipment (See “Flying Hi” February/March
2001 Labels & Labeling Bank light source versus single light
source)
● Press condition
● Mounting tape used
● Impression pressure plate to substrate
● Impression pressure anilox to plate

In a banded anilox roll trial, non-overprinting gray
scales are used for all four process colours, showing
dot gain expected during the print process

● Doctor blade/roller type/style
● Anilox roll cell count and BCM
● Type of ink and grind of pigments
Considering there are so many variables that are contributing factors in dot gain from the prepress to initial impression
on press, procedures need to be in place.
Technical associations around the world have published
many guidelines for ﬂexo printers to follow. These publications are expensive and unfortunately cater more toward ISO
certiﬁed organizations then the average ﬂexo label printer
desiring to improve quality, consistency, and maybe even break
into the 4/c process market. Many of these guidelines require
expensive tools. These guidelines truly work, however they
work best in environments that have the basics pretty well
mastered. Once the basics are mastered, consider the investment.
Use the tools that should be built into the plates by comparing color bars to the color swatches on the supplied proof. This
MUST be done in a neutral lighting environment, preferably in
a light corrected viewing booth. Many printers do not have
booths, so the next best is to utilize 5,000 kelvin white ﬂuorescent lamps in an area of neutral gray. A white room will reﬂect
some light, whereas a colored room will skew the color comparison toward the room’s color. Soft white lamps actually
have a red tint to them, causing obvious color changes. Look
for color hue (cyan and process blue are different) to match
the proof.
Density is a very critical subject, since too dense inks will
provide dark results on press. Utilizing a color densitometer is
the most accurate way to match color density to a proof, but
even without a densitometer, matching color density can be
achieved the old fashioned way, visually. The human eye can
distinguish millions of colors and hues where scanners, proof,
and presses can achieve only thousands. The densitomiter is a
tool to aid the less trained “eye”, or enhance the trained “eye”.
Starting with the cyan matching the proof, the gray balance
bars will help guide the yellow and magenta to proper
strengths. Since the hue of the ink will change the "ﬂavor" of
the subject being printed, the density will show in the balance
of colors. If the magenta is too strong, the gray will look red,
whereas if the yellow is rather weak, the balance bars will look
purple. Gray balance bars speciﬁcally guide the press operator
toward the imbalance. Once balance and hue have been
established with a speciﬁc set of anilox rolls and inks, this
becomes a baseline starting point for successful process printing. ■
James Kadlec is president of Advanced PrePress Graphics
Inc, and a member of the advisory board of the DiTrolio
Flexographic Institute.
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Next genera

National Graphics, in Brookﬁeld, Wisconsin, has developed a global
lenticular production with the support of a marketing and technica

S

o, 3D-lenticular. ‘What’s new? Been there, done
that, no thanks’ – is a common reaction. Take a high quality
ultra thin high deﬁnition lens Crystal™ with a 007" thickness
and a line count of 200 LPI (refer to insert) and suddenly it’s a
viable product for IML, pressure sensitive roll labels and a
strong contender for other packaging work, including folding
carton and ﬂexible packaging. Great, but where’s the payback?
And who’s willing to pay for the cost of lenticular?
National Graphics and its authorized printers now claim an
innovative solution. Michael Brooks, chief marketing ofﬁcer for
National Graphics (NG), came up with a business model
whereby a printer could purchase mastering, interlacing and
lens materials for a period of time. In exchange, authorized
printers are educated on how to print sheet-fed litho lenticular
using NG’s print methodology, pre-press and proprietary
lens designs.
NG started out as a conventional pre-press provider, but in
the early 1990s, lead scanner operator Timothy Goggins had an

idea to produce pre-press which would enable the printing of
3D images. After presenting his idea to president Donald
Krause, the patented ‘Extreme Vision®’ mastering and interlacing software was born. Goggins based it on emerging desktop
digital software/hardware. Parallel to this was the creation of a
75 lenticule per inch (LPI) lens, .018" thick (refer to insert).
‘Prior to the development of this lens there was no commercially available lens,’ says Brooks. ‘Now, this lens is the
worldwide standard for lithographic lenticular printing.
Goggins and those around him were central to creating a
product that is in line with what a printing press can do.’
National Graphics is one of a handful of lenticular companies who actually design their own lenses, producing a
custom-built lenticular solution. ‘Our layout of the sheet has
devices built in ensuring tight resolution on press,’ continues
Brooks. ‘When a job is going to press, we match up the lens with
the individual press and our designers in imaging resolve to
that particular lens material so there is very tight quality
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tion label?
business model which allows converters to enter 3-D
network. Natalie Martin reports
ﬁnal printed piece and shows minute details in an image,’
enthuses Brooks.

Wallace Computer Services
That’s why Wallace Computer Services, the parent company of
Post, West Bend, Wisconsin, turned its attention to the work NG
was developing with lenticular back in 1994 to help prove out
the Extreme Vision technology. Wallace, now taken over by
Moore Corporation (see News p.2), is the seventh largest printer
in the U.S.
Jim Nordquist, president of Wallace, Post Printing, identiﬁed
the Extreme Vision product as an innovator and a leader in the
lenticular product category. ‘It’s extremely effective, very powerful, and you can let your imagination run wild with what can be
achieved with this medium for advertising and marketing campaigns. The technology, being a matched process to the lens
optics, just stands alone. There is a noticeable difference in
dimensionality, sharpness. The effects are cleaner and crisper
than other lenticular technologies and the Extreme Vision

Labels on-line: www.labelsandlabeling.com
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control. We only accept lenses within the 90 percentile of the
proﬁle on the cylinder.’
All authorized printers are extended new capabilities and
enhancements as they are developed, including educational
materials and referrals to customers. ‘Our goal is to create a
worldwide network of printers and converters working and
sharing ‘Extreme Vision’ as the common denominator,’ comments Brooks. ‘This frees us to advance the technology, create
new applications and ﬁnd ways to reduce the cost of the lenticular lens which increases volume and grows the lenticular market
as a whole. We reduce the time to market for those printers who
wish to offer a high-quality lenticular product while maximizing
return on the technology we created.’
With this in mind, NG developed the patented ‘Crystal’ lens,
part of the Extreme Vision brand, which has the ability to hold
very small point sized type. For example, language can be
ﬂipped from one to another or hold scannable barcodes. ‘Its ﬂexibility and thinness make it a natural for application to curved
surfaces. The ultra ﬁne resolution allows a smooth texture to the
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Our goal is to create a worldwide network of printers and
converters working and sharing 'Extreme Vision' as the
common denominator

“

”

product gives us cutting edge interlacing and mastering, in turn
reducing our internal R&D costs.’
So where does this ﬁt into label applications? Wallace, Post
Printing created eight Extreme Vision IML (in mold label)
designs using 3D alone and with a variety of motion effects.
‘The cup is an example of IML where the lens is put into an inmold cavity and then we inject plastic – the lens and plastic
then become one. We’re trying to sell IML technology as a
whole, taking it to the market and educating our client base to
create new applications within the IML and blow mold product

IML developments

Outlook Group
Outlook Group Corporation based in Neenah, Wisconsin, one of
the largest publicly traded printing companies in America,
partnered with NG in 1994, and sells Extreme Vision under the
private label ‘Lenticular Solutions’. Now with the Crystal lens,
Outlook can help take lenticular to a new level. Using in-house
R&D together with the NG partnership, they’re also looking for
ways to bring down the cost of lenticular. Tim Traub, lenticular
business unit manager says, ‘That’s why we’re now working on
a pure ﬂexographic solution to try to print the labels ﬂexo,
convert them inline on a ﬂexo press. That R&D initiative has
been worked on over the past six months or so and I would say
we probably have 80 per cent of the solution – we’re in the
process of ﬁne tuning that now.’ Michael Brooks expands on the
features which can be built into the product on the web: ‘You’re
dealing with lenticules that are going top to bottom to create a
dimensional effect. The other thing you can do with the lenticules is tilt from left to right. What Traub can do is take the
sheeted product, and when orientating to the web, can put the
lenticules on in either direction, so that when applied to the
product, the label can move from left to right or top to bottom.
By converting it as part of the overall label he lowers the cost of
the application and makes it viable – you don’t even have to
adapt your equipment that much.’
Currently the material is printed sheet-fed, taken to
Outlook’s web facility, put onto a moving webstream, where
adhesives and other substrates are applied to it, die cut and the
ﬁnished product turned into lenticular label roll stock. Traub
continues, ‘We want to hit the primary label identity markets.
Every time you hand someone a lenticular piece, the ﬁrst thing
they do is look at it for a very long time – ﬁve or six times longer
than a typical label. You’re going to take that product and

▲

Zipseam is a trademarked name and a patent
pending technology for In-mold labels (IML) developed
by idesign LLC (www.imlbyidesign.com) located in
Medina, Ohio USA. Designed originally for
conventional IML ﬁlms, it has evolved into
applications including lenticular materials, as well as
composite boards for the injection molding industry –
in particular, thin wall molding.
A typical in-mold label die cut is an arc or a straight
line. Whether the label edges meet together in a
wraparound conﬁguration, or form a cross-shaped
label or panel design, the seam (label to plastic edge)
creates a ﬂow pattern that directs the plastized
resin to follow the contour. This creates a weakened
or fault area that can create a latent fracture along
the line of the label during handling of the product.
Zipseam contours the die line in a variety of
patterns, such as zig zag (zipper), waved and saw
toothed, which increases the strength of the labeled
area to allow for thin wall applications. Altering the
conventional die strike pattern 'slows down' the ﬂow
of material during the injection molding process in
a manner that tightens the molecular structure
of the molten resin, binding the resin together
for strength.
A molder can utilize a number of resins to
counteract such problems, but these non-standard
resins require separate storage and are more
expensive to stock. Zipseam, with its inherent
strength enhancements, also allows the molder to
use a higher melt resin that will ﬂow easily in the
molding process, reducing cycle time of the total
operation by as much as 15 to 20 per cent overall.

categories. Our intent is to drive IML and web applications
using lenticular.’
The products Nordquist is developing will be speciﬁcally for
retail and prime labeling applications, where it is important to
understand the end application and be involved with the
project from conceptual design through production. ‘You have
to understand that we’re pushing the medium as far as it will
allow us to go. For someone used to doing two-dimensional
design, switching over to three-dimensional design isn’t
extremely difﬁcult, but it does take education and insight by
someone experienced in that area. Once our client is happy
with the graphics, we work with NG to achieve a powerful
lenticular presentation of the graphic, then NG will
master/interlace and calibrate to the appropriate lens.’
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hand it to someone else and they’re then going to look at it. The labels can
be designed to be a walk-by label so they trigger left to right as people move
down the aisle. The labels could be nodding, winking, blinking etc. It’s the
wow factor. If you place NG’s imagery next to someone else’s, a person will
pick up their product off the table every time – we want to be a part of that.’
While lenticular’s roots have traditionally been in a promotional setting,
the goal of NG and its authorized printers is to market lenticular as a mainstream label product. Says Traub, ‘Lenticular plastic has the opportunity to
be the new generation of packaging material, and we’re taking our presses
way beyond previously imaginable tolerances.’
An efﬁcient IML in-line capability is also under development. Michael
Brooks is enthusiastic: ‘Outlook has a huge ﬂexible packaging division, so
what’s to say Traub can’t take the product and marry it to polyester to form
ﬂexible packaging? That ﬂexo unit then has 10 different product lines
coming off it depending upon how you manufacture it. That’s the internal
R&D effort which will deﬁne many different markets.’

Quad Graphics
Describing it as a marriage of sorts, Bill Grove, manager, from Quad
Graphics has joined forces with NG. ‘We’re a printer, and we’ve been using
lenticular technology that allows us to print on paper in a web format, roll to
roll. We then take that pre-printed paper with the lenticular image on it and
marry it to a lens on a laminator that we built in-line,’ says Grove. ‘Now with
the Crystal web, it’s just a different lens conﬁguration. But where it gets real
exciting is that we’ll provide the manufacturing services where we can
supply the thinner lenticular substrate, change and tweak our specs to
deliver the product in sheet or in a roll, and give it to someone to
post-manufacture. The end user focus now could be labels, packaging, anything you want.’
The joint venture matches up Quad’s patented ability to make a lenticular web product and NG’s Crystal lens and Extreme Vision imaging
technology to make ‘the ultimate’ lithographic web-produced lenticular
product. Outlook’s work in ﬂexo is paralleling NG’s work with Quad. Outlook
is able to work in the ﬂexo web area because of a license from Quad allowing
them protection under Quad’s patent.
Michael Brooks concludes, ‘There isn’t the awareness of the possibilities
of lenticular right now, there’s such a disparency of quality in this business.
Also, people often confuse lenticular images with holographic ones. The
beneﬁts of a lenticular image are more tangible for a brand manager than
the ‘on-off’ nature of refractive metallized materials. This is true for prime
as well as authentication labels. If someone is exposed to a poor lenticular
product, lenticular as a category suffers. Our authorized printers are taking
lenticular and executing it. They’re the apostles. The more you educate
brand managers and they get involved in the research, the more lenticular is
going to take off. It starts with a few people who are intuitive and it ends up
being a landslide because of results. We’re really at the beginning of it right
now. It’s just a matter of which marketer is brave and bold enough...’ ■
Image on opening spread (p10-11) shows 3d Lenticular transition
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Outlook Group is
pioneering in-line ﬂexo
production of
lenticular labels in a
joint venture with
National Graphics
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Challenges ahead
In this ﬁrst part of a review of the label industry based on
near 1,000 interviews at the recent Labelexpo USA, Mike
Fairley looks at some of the key issues facing the industry
and highlights its investment conﬁdence for 2003

T

and negotiating power, has also been a factor in the downward
pressure on margins – which brings us to the second major
pressure on the label industry.
Over 40% of those questioned at Labelexpo sited industry
consolidation as one of their major issues. This ﬁgure rises to
around 50% amongst industry suppliers, who themselves have
been involved in major consolidation in the past year or so.
A number of key points arise from this issue of consolidation.
Major consolidation amongst labelstock suppliers has signiﬁcantly reduced the choice of supplier in the past year, but has
been necessary to meet end user expectations of a global
source of supply. Press manufacturers, ink producers, ancillary
suppliers – all are going through consolidation and globalisation programs.
Consolidation amongst the major label end user groups
has already been mentioned leaving most converters as
relatively small in size and squeezed between big suppliers and
big customers.
Third in the order of priority amongst show visitors was the
issue of sales performance. Undoubtedly, selling is more difﬁcult than it used to be. Well at least for the right price it is, and
it’s certainly more complex. Shorter runs, more variations, frequent changes, speciﬁc brand colour issues, electronic
communications, e-ordering, etc., are just some of today’s
requirements. Frequently the buyer will even dictate the price
he is prepared to pay.
One third of the expo visitors cited the pace and nature of
technology change as an important issue – much more so
amongst converters than industry suppliers. Almost every

▲

here can be little doubt that the label industry has
been going through a period of considerable change
in recent years, with both industry and external
pressures on industry suppliers and printers/converters alike.
Certainly it is difﬁcult to remember an earlier time when so
many issues and pressures have come together to impact on
the performance and operation of a label business – many of
them without any apparent end in sight. Yet the industry
appears to remain largely optimistic, certainly over the period
of the next one to three years.
To try and better understand the key issues of concern to the
industry and how it views its expectations for the future, Labels
& Labelling and the Tarsus Group added additional questions
to the regular visitor questionnaire undertaken at the
Labelexpo USA Show in Chicago last September.
This analysis, now available, makes interesting reading.
Perhaps of no great surprise (Fig.1) is that the near 1000
Labelexpo visitors that completed questionnaires regarded
declining margins and proﬁtability as the major issue facing
the industry today. Nothing particularly new there of course.
Margins have been under pressure for some time – perhaps
more so historically in Europe than in the States – but
margins have now very much become a global issue for the
whole label industry.
The introduction of e-auctions in the past year or so has not
made things any easier. In fact, quite the reverse, and particularly for the wet-glue label industry where e-auctions appear to
have driven label prices down by as much as 20%.
Consolidation by label buyers, who then have more purchasing

Consolidation amongst the major label
end user groups is leaving most converters
as relatively small in size and squeezed
between big suppliers and big customers

“

”

Mike Fairley
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item of technology that the label producer uses today is fast
evolving. Faster, wider and quicker change-over presses, more
options, more add-ons, improved capabilities. What do you
invest in and when? Will it be superseded almost before you
have used it? What about digital?
Well, certainly digital printing is a major issue for over 30% of
the industry, while for printers the ﬁgure rises to nearer 40%.
It’s a question that both the industry and end-users constantly
ask. After the initial growth of digital printing in 1997/98 the
level of installations slowed considerably and did not meet any
of the forecasts that had been made.
Now, after a couple of years of slow performance, digital
printing press installations are once again on the move. HP
Indigo is moving ahead rapidly. Yet there are still many question marks over digital printing technology. End users still
regard it as expensive, with costly consumables. Not all special
colours can be matched, and consistency of results is not
always assured. Nevertheless, digital is a key technology option
for the future.

Global sourcing
What of global sourcing and purchasing? This now makes up
more than a quarter of the responses and has been growing in
importance in recent years. The challenge for converters in one
country or region is how – if possible – they can become a
global supplier.
A range of other issues were also highlighted – from investment decisions to personnel and training, e-commerce and
e-procurement to packaging. Perhaps the key pointer here is
that e-business is not given as high a priority by the label
industry as it currently is by end-users. That is probably one
mis-match that the industry needs to address.
Having looked at the major issues facing the industry,
Labelexpo visitors were asked about their expectations for
2003 and also about their patterns of investment in capital
equipment (Fig.2). Interestingly, although the industry has
many issues of concern about the future, most – whether manufacturers, printers or converters – expected 2003 to be a
better year than 2002. Only a very small percentage thought
that the coming year would be ‘worse’ or ‘much worse’ than last
year. Let’s hope that this optimism proves to be correct.
As far as the buying of capital equipment is concerned, printers/converters mainly see this as an annual or at least an every
two-three years exercise – which would seem to make the
timing of the two key Label Expo shows in North America and
Europe on about the right timescale. Buying intentions can be
seen in Fig. 3.
And talking about Labelexpo Shows, some 53% of all
converters surveyed said that their spending on products
seen at the Show was increasing (Fig.4). Very few see their
spend declining.
Perhaps to further emphasise the combined effect of the
Labelexpo Show and ‘Labels & Labeling’ magazine resources
provided by the Tarsus Group, an impressive 54% of visitors
highlighted Labels & Labeling as the magazine they most regularly read.■
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• Solid, double side frames for long life and durability
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• Ideal for short, medium and long run labels
Depend on the market leader in narrow web printing equipment with
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Understanding
UV ink systems
Although UV inks are well established
in the narrow web sector, an
understanding of the underlying
technology can help converters fully
exploit the process. Robert
Waddington, VP Sales, UVitec
Printing Ink, explains

he rise of more dramatic, colorful and complex labels has paralleled
the increased use of UV inks in the label printing marketplace. This is not coincidental, as UV inks and coatings offer the most effective means to achieve the
bright colors, glossy ﬁnishes and otherwise overall high-quality look and feel
found in many of today’s labels. Despite the increased use of UV inks, and its
expected continued growth in the near-term, there remains a degree of unfamiliarity with UV inks.
Most printers understand the beneﬁts of UV inks. Among the most well known
are the instantaneous curing process and environmental beneﬁts because UV
inks and coatings are virtually free of volatile organic compounds, commonly
referred to as VOCs. While there are many similarities between UV inks and
their water-based counterparts, there are some distinct differences. Recognizing
those differences and taking them into consideration will allow printers to
achieve the desired look and feel for their labels.
Similar to water-based inks, UV inks are evaluated based upon their viscosity,
through cure, and color shifting. To determine the ﬂow characteristics of UV
inks, there must be insight into the ink’s rheology, which is the science of deformation and ﬂow of matter. A UV ink with the proper rheology will result in strong
ﬂow cohesiveness and ink-to-roller transfer. Improper ﬂow characteristics
will result in the ink balling up or splitting apart, affecting print quality.

Ingredient Ratio and Mixture Critical

▲

The key to the viscosity is the ingredient ratio and mixture. Many of the ingredients found in water-based inks are also found in UV inks. For example, all UV ink
systems are comprised of two key ingredients – oligomers and monomers. In UV
inks, the oligomer is a viscous compound that is typically one of the
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UV inks have greatly
contributed to increased print
quality for narrow web converters

following – epoxy acrylate, urethane acrylate or polyester acrylate. Determining which acrylate is correct requires an
understanding of the printing application, as each oligomer
has its own beneﬁts.
For example, epoxy acrylates are known for their rapid cure
speed and excellent ﬁlm hardness. Urethane acrylates typically exhibit strong pigment wetting characteristics and are
hydrophobic, making them the smart choice for use in UV inks
developed for lithography printing applications. Having a
broad range of properties, polyester acrylates are excellent
modiﬁers for epoxy acrylates. Inks with these oligomers
account for most of the UV inks used in the offset, letterpress,
and UV ﬂexo markets, and are commonly referred to as “free
radical” systems.
UV inks that will be printed on exotic synthetic substrates
may require the use of a different oligomer that utilizes
cationic curing. Typically, these oligomers fall into three categories – certain aliphatic urethanes, cycloaliphatic epoxides,
and vinyl ethers. All of these oligomers have a very low degree
of ﬁlm shrinkage because the cationics transfer electrons that
form “acid radicals” that facilitate polymerization.
The selection of the oligomer will also inﬂuence which
monomer should be used. UV inks that have free radical resins
should also have reactive monomers as an ingredient.
Monomers impart a wide range of properties to both the wet
ink and cured ink ﬁlm. The selection of the proper monomer
will reduce ink tack and viscosity, as well as alter the cure
speed, ﬁlm hardness and ﬂexibility, and chemical resistance.
In inks that utilize synthetic substrates, ingredients such as
glycol are typically used. These diluents are not reactive on
their own yet participate in the reaction when mixed with other
reactive materials.
Another key ingredient in UV inks is the photoinitiator,
which starts the chemical reaction induced by light.
Sensitizers are closely related to photoiniators in that both
absorb and transfer energy. The difference is that sensitizers
do not change during the process, whereas photoiniators form

free radicals during the process and so undergo a change.
There are plenty of photoinitiator-sensitizer combinations,
each of which affects the cure performance and shelf life of a
UV ink. How the photoiniator and/or sensitizer is mixed
determines the overall cure response, post cure time, surface
cure, and through cure rates. It also affects ﬁlm hardness and
ﬂexibility, chemical resistance, and yellowing.
Given this background, it is apparent that the ink supplier
must have a thorough understanding of UV ink ingredients. Of
equal importance is a thorough knowledge of the application
in which the ink will be used. As outlined earlier, particular
oligomers are more appropriate for certain applications. The
ink supplier should know all aspects of the press run to correctly mix the UV ink so that the proper mixture and ratio of
ingredients can be determined. That is why it is important for
printers to select an experienced UV ink supplier that is
familiar with not only the inks but also the printing processes.
Experience in UV inks is also important after the ink has
been formulated. UV inks may have a fast cure time but that
does not mean they can be rushed through the development
process. They must be given the proper “wet out” time so that
the particles donít separate. This applies to all UV inks,
whether they are used for ﬂexo, offset, or letterpress.

Summary
UV inks are expected to increase market share, which is not
surprising given the trends in label printing and the advantages UV provides in these applications. Selecting the proper
UV inks, therefore, becomes extremely important. A greater
understanding of the properties of UV inks and the experience behind those suppliers making the inks will lead to the
use of the best UV ink for each printing application.
Robert Waddington is vice president of sales for UVitec
Printing Ink, headquartered in Lodi, NJ. For more information, visit www.uvitec.com
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Awards showc
label opportun
OPPack Gold
Labelling Award
for Duphalac
pharmaceutical
labels, produced
by Germark
S.A., Spain

The recent OPPack labelling awards
for OPP ﬁlms and also heralded the
network centred on the FMCG

T

Transparent
reel-fed wraparound labels
replacing paper
in the Lurisia
Mineral Water
bottle

he prestigeous OPPack Awards 2002 Ceremony,
which was held at the ‘Al Thermen’ room at Mondorf Le
Domaine Thermal in Mondorf-Les-Bains, Luxembourg, on the
evening of Wednesday 11th December, saw Spanish label converter Germark S.A. win the coveted Gold Labelling Award ‘for
an innovative label approach that combines a reduction in
packaging materials with the latest technology.’ Some 200
guests attended the prize-giving ceremony and gala dinner.
Produced for Solvay Pharma S.A, part of the Solvay chemical
and pharmaceutical group, the award winning pharmaceutical
label for Duphalac medicine combines two printed labels
stuck one onto the other using a special adhesive which
enables the upper label to be peeled off, so revealing another
printable area and further important user information below.
An additional feature made possible by the clever self-adhesive label is a detachable part of the outer label which contains
information for the pharmacist to remove and keep for his own
records.
Printed and constructed by Germark – a pioneer in the ﬁeld
of self-adhesives in Spain – the Duphalac label was said by the
selection jury to ‘illustrate a new opportunity for ﬁlms (in this
case 60 micron Label-Lyte LL536) in a variety of market segments with a winning concept that opens doors in many other
label applications.’
Of the ten labelling applications nominated for the 2002
Awards and presented to the jury, the Duphalac label was the
only self-adhesive solution, all the other nominations being
either cut-and-stack ﬁlm or reel-fed wrap-around ﬁlm applied
to bottles or jars – predominately for bottles of water or soft
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Hot stuff Kocher + Beck
hot stamping
cylinders

ase OPP
ities
demonstrated new opportunities
launch of a new packaging business
company. Mike Fairley reports

Premium water

▲

Another mineral water application for ExxonMobil Label-Lyte
ﬁlm was for a new reel-fed, wrap-around label to complement a
recently adopted clear PET bottle on Gerolsteiner Brunnen, the
best known mineral water in Germany. The label offers excellent
appearance, as well as high-speed application on Gerolsteiner’s
new KHS high-speed labelling line. The labels were converted by
Beucke & Söhne, a family-owned German converter specialising
in the supply of synthetic labels for the mineral water market.
A cut-and-stack, wrap-around labelling application nomination – again for mineral water - is one of the ﬁrst clear label ﬁlm
applications in the UK and follows a complete product redesign
for Strathmore mineral water, where the Lithor ﬁlm replaces a
metallised paper label. Application speeds are identical to those
achieved with paper at around 1600 bottles/hour. The converter
is Gavin Watson of Glasgow.
Sheet-fed printing by UV offset on Lithor cut-and-stack clear
ﬁlm provides a replacement for 60g paper labels on a new range
of lemon ﬂavoured Staropolanka mineral water and offers a
fresh, see-through look – with added scratch resistance.
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drinks. All however, presented new or novel applications for ﬁlm
labelling.
Reel-fed wrap-around Label-Lyte ﬁlm labels for Lurisia
mineral water for example, replace a paper label, with the high
gloss ﬁlm setting off the original design in three variations to differentiate the different water types. Printed by Cellograﬁca
Gerosa, Italy on the reverse-side using 10-colour rotogravure
printing, the transparent ﬁlm partly provides a no-label look
which enables the design on the inside of the label to be viewed
through the bottle.

Reel-fed, wraparound labels on
clear PET
bottles of
Gerolsteiner
mineral water

This is the ﬁrst time that UV sheet offset printing has been
applied to ﬁlmic label printing in Poland and was undertaken by
Drukarnia Cezar for Zespol Uzdrowisk Klodzkich, the biggest
producer of natural and ﬂavoured waters in Poland.
The ﬁnal nominated mineral water label – for Coca Cola
South Paciﬁc Pty – was offset printed by Labelmakers,
Australia, for the ﬁrst ever application of transparent cut-andstack Lithor on a mineral water bottle resulting in a shiny
no-label appearance. The stiffness of the 50 micron labels
allows for ease of application on a Krones Canmatic machine at
speeds of around 600 bottles per minute.

Paper to ﬁlm

Clear cut-andstack, wraparound label for
Strathmore
mineral water –
one of the ﬁrst
clear label ﬁlm
applications in
the UK. Labelled
at 1,600
bottles per hour

▲

Clear cut-and stack ﬁlm
labels provide a
see-through
look for lemon
ﬂavour mineral
water

A ﬂexo-printed cut-and-stack application for Pepsi Cola offered
Atlas Bottling Corporation the possibility to switch to LabelLyte Lithor ﬁlm labels from paper labels without any major
investment, and in doing so improved the glossy look of the
labels and additionally made them scuff and humidity resistant. The existing Krones Canmatic labelling machine applies
the ﬁlm labels at around 10,000 bottles per hour. The converter
is Flexoprint sarl, Algeria – a two year old company mainly dedicated towards the labelling market.
Labels for two litre and one litre PET bottles of beer from
innovative Ukrainian brewery company Sarmat, were printed
on Label-Lyte ﬁlm by Novy Mir, Ukraine, using modern ﬂexo
equipment. The reel-fed wrap-around ﬁlm labels offer a particularly glossy appearance and high yield and are applied using a
Krones labeller at 18,000 bottles per hour.
Outside of the drinks market, nominated labels for the 2002
awards included a transparent ﬁlm used in an innovative technique called Spinformation for which the Sealex Corporation
has the sole manufacturing and selling rights in Japan. It allows
two labels (one white paper, one transparent plastic) to rotate
over each other around a Nescafé Excella jar so as to provide
the maximum amount of consumer information, which appears
through windows in the transparent Label-Lyte ﬁlm.
The ﬁrst Lithor cut-and-stack application in China sees 70
micron Label-Lyte offering high stiffness and 2-side anti-static
coated labels for the labelling of a milk drink for Friesland
Tianjin Dairy Foods at 16,000 bottles/hour using a Krones
Contiroll machine. Surface UV offset printed by Shanghai
Embossing Printing Co. on the latest Heidelberg and KBA offset
presses, the labels provide excellent opacity and a matt ﬁnish.
Judging for the OPPack Awards took place in the regional
headquarters of ExxonMobil Chemical Films Europe in
Luxembourg on December 11th. The jury comprised ﬁve
experts within the packaging/labelling industry: Nathalie
Scieux, Packaging Buyer from Auchan based in France; Simon
King, Managing Director of PCI Films Consulting based in the
UK; Werner Gessner, Head of International Operations and
Business Development for SIG based in Switzerland; Julian
Carroll, Director of the European Organisation for

“Why Not Shift To A
Higher Gear?”

Our new anti-misting additive allows silicone coating at speeds of
over 1,000 m/min. Just mix WACKER AMA® 70 into your DEHESIVE®
formulation to eliminate mist and speed up your process – without
affecting release values, anchorage and the adhesive. Additionally,
WACKER AMA® 70 accelerates curing – an important bonus effect.
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Produced by
Labelmakers,
Australia, this
pump mineral
water
application is the
ﬁrst ever use of
transparent
cut-and-stack
Lithor on a
mineral water
bottle

The aim is to integrate
all players in the value
chain to generate a
service level that would be
impossible for one
company alone

“

”

Flexo printed
cut-and-stack
ﬁlm labels that
replace paper
and are applied
on existing
Krones Conmatic
labelling
machines

Nescafé Excella.
Label-Lyte ﬁlm
enables two
labels (one with
white paper, one
transparent
plastic) to
rotate over each
other so as to
present
consumer
information
through a clear
window

Packaging in the Environment based in Belgium and Fabrice
Peltier, President of P’Référence packaging design agency
based in France.
Prior to the evening awards ceremony guests were able to
attend a Time to Market workshop at the Hotel Hilton,
Luxembourg, at which ExxonMobil, pre-press ﬁrm Saueressig
and converter SIT announced the launch of a new project and
alliance in packaging aimed at speeding up the time to market.
An internet-based project, Time to Market utilises tools and
systems that create real-time networks amongst players in the
production, distribution and promotion of packaging for Fast
Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG). The aim is to integrate all
players in the value chain to generate a service level that would
be impossible for one company alone.

Packaging chain
These systems focus on several aspects of the packaging chain.
For example, they will help companies to digitally manage the
design process and then link that with materials planning and
ordering, as well as colour repeatability possibilities. From
concept to approved artwork and from artwork to delivered
packaging, all involved parties will be able to interact in a
simultaneous collaborative mode. The artwork, pre-press and
printing can be integrated into one digital workﬂow, providing
reliable colour matching and mock-up production and ensuring
packaging material suitability and availability.
The systems developed will enable the packaging industry
and FMCG manufacturers to reduce time to market, make
effective planned and unplanned promotions and eliminate
waste, creating a valuable business network centred on the
FMCG company.
To develop the project, ExxonMobil has joined forces with
experts along the value chain, in colour management, graphic
design, image management and printing. ExxonMobil has cofounded and is co-operating on the project with Saueressig and
SIT, two entrepreneurial companies who share its vision of the
future for packaging.
Following the workshop and awards dinner, guests were
able to take an optional site visit to the ExxonMobil
manufacturing capabilities at Virton, Belgium, on the
morning of the 12th December. ■

A fourth M-3300 for Baumgarten
A fourth Nilpeter M-3300 offset platform press
has helped consolidate Baumgarten Label
Division’s position as the leader in the Latin
American market for self-adhesive labels. The
company’s M-3300 presses are put to use
producing high-quality filmic labels for
cosmetics and toiletries as well as paper-based
products for the home-care label market.

Practical solutions for
high productivity and quality
Baumgarten achieves exceptional production
quality with M-3300 presses that are equipped
with up to nine value-added printing units.
Process and spot colors are produced with
UV-cured offset, special graphic effects are
supplied by UV-rotary screen and hot foil
stamping units, and superior finish is achieved
by UV-flexo varnishing. High volumes of
short/medium-run jobs are made possible by
the ability to interchange print and rotary diecutting units, while the quick-change cassettes
greatly reduce make-ready times.
Nilpeter A/S
20-22, Elmedalsvej
DK-4200 Slagelse, Denmark
Phone: Int. +45 58 50 11 66
Fax: Int. +45 58 50 50 60
www.nilpeter.com
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Converting
inline cartons
With more sheetfed offset
carton printers investigating
an in-line ﬂexo solution to
the challenges of shorter
run lengths, and label
converters eyeing offset’s
carton markets, rotary
cut/creasing is emerging as
a key issue. Natalie Martin
reports on converters who
have settled on Xynatech’s
solution

J

was the only way to meet that customer demand.’
So Jones Packaging purchased – in addition to its sheetfed
offset, rotary letterpress and narrow web ﬂexo machines – a
22-inch Comco Proglide ﬂexo press (equipped with UV / hot air
drying and a roll in and roll out die cutting station) back in
1999. Three years on and Patterson is using it as a platform for
both short and, surprisingly, long runs. ‘In some cases, you do
realize that if you’re preparing for a short run with one repeat
across using narrow width stock and small plates, it makes
sense to use narrow web ﬂexo. But, alternatively for us to do a
pretty short run, we’ll also still print litho because you can
automatically re-set your fountains for a repeat job. You’re up
to colour very quickly so waste is quite small.’

Labels on-line: www.labelsandlabeling.com
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IT manufacturing has reduced run sizes and made
short-run carton printing a hot item. Label printers looking for
more lucrative markets are moving into folding cartons. Sheet
fed offset printers seeking to reduce costs of short run work are
moving into inline printing. But in-line carton conversion
demands a better understanding of rotary die cutting/creasing
and raises the question of whether ﬂexo can compete with
offset quality.
Larry Patterson, director of product and process development, Jones Packaging, a provider of premier packaging
solutions (cartons, shrink sleeves, leaﬂets and PS labels)
based in London, Canada, recalls, ‘We had a customer who
wanted us to run water-based inks for folding cartons and ﬂexo

See us at Flexo 2003
Birmingham, UK, March 4-6th,
PCMC Booth 1519

You’ll be right on the ball with your customers.
The new Evolution™ is a revolutionary Flexo In-Line
Converting System that has technological advancements far exceeding the competition.
• Out of the ballpark true gearless design for
precision and infinitely variable repeats
• Deck x 2™ evolutionary print station provides
superior registration between colors
• Multi-substrate capable – perfect for demanding tag, label, flexible packaging, or folding carton converting
• Quick changeover, rack-in/rack-out from the
aisle
• Shortest web path in the industry (100 feet/30
meters less than competition
• Available in 18”, 22” and 26” (457 mm, 559 mm,
and 660 mm)
print widths

Machines shown without guards for information only.
Guards are supplied and must be in place before operation.
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INKBLENDER
SS-900NW

In-house ink management system for instant
availability and exact color reproduction.

Introducing the first fully-automated dispenser
designed for the Narrow Web Market.
*Compact stainless steel dispense cabinet.
*The latest in dispensing technology software.
*Self-cleaning dispense head.
*Automatic return ink software.

Finally, an automated dispenser
designed for your needs!

Call for a free video presentation.
Graphic Systems International, Inc.
2328 W. Palm LN • Phoenix, AZ 85009
Phone: (602) 716-0300 • Fax: (602) 258-2279
E-Mail: Mail@graphicsystemsintl.com
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Equally though, if you have long runs where embossing
and/or hotstamping is needed, it’s more economical to do
this in one pass on the web

“

”

The modular die cutting station on the Comco enables the
cutting make-ready to be completed before the preceding order
is completed. The moving in of the die cutting module and
locking it in place takes less than ﬁve minutes. The off-line
make-ready requires less than 10 to 20 minutes. Xynatech was
chosen for the die tooling because it was considered an early
leader in pressure-cut magnetic dies.
‘We were looking for a technology that would take us away
from engraved cylinders,’ says Patterson. ‘We run eight different cylinder repeats (with a ninth on its way) on the Comco.
These run from 17 and a quarter to 29 inches.’

Xynatech’s rotary cut-crease solution

Graph Pak
In 1995 Graph Pak, traditionally a sheetfed operation, located
in Chicago, bought its ﬁrst narrow web ﬂexo press, a 16”
Chromas machine. Dale Hannaford, VP of Operations, reasons
that the decision to go narrow web ﬂexo was due to cost efﬁciency on tooling. Although the die cutting was initially solid
crush cut using a single station combination die, in 1999, pressure cutting with ﬂexible dies was initiated. Over the years
more magnetic cylinders have been added. Currently ﬁve
repeats are available. While the majority of jobs are recy-

The best solution for high quality printing
Crisp.Dot technology
Multi-Drive technology
IFS technology
Metric-Print technology

IFS technology
Integrated Flexo Screen technology offers
you flexibility to choose the technology
you require on each print station
Lichtenhorststraat 4 • P.O. Box 30 • 6940 BA Didam • The Netherlands
T +31(0) 316 22 56 66
sales@mps4u.com
F +31(0) 316 29 46 48
www.mps4u.com
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He gives the advice that you have to be job speciﬁc, do your
homework, and ﬁrmly believes that each job must be looked at,
‘on a case by case basis’ depending on how well the cartons ﬁt
on the offset plate size. ‘You can’t just say that short run is going
to work better on ﬂexo. It depends on the number of cartons you
can get across and the repeat on your web (web utilization) vs.
the number of cartons you can get up on your sheet’ Patterson
argues. Equally though, if you have long runs where embossing
and/or hotstamping is needed, it’s more economical to do this
in one pass on the web.

0

3 4
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Comparison between crush cut and pressure cut ﬂexible die systems

cled stock, there are long runs on SBS. Die life runs between
three and ﬁve million repeats on the SBS. Die cutting makeready runs between 10 and 20 minutes.
‘I turned to Xynatech so I could put more work on the
web,’says Hannaford. ‘Using the magnetic dies is tremendously
cheaper than using cylinder dies if you, for example, compare
$2000 (magnetic dies) versus an upward cost of $5-6000 dollars
(cylinder). In the long run, once you’ve paid for the magnetic
dies, every job gets exponentially cheaper, as you can use the
mag cylinders over and over again, which gives us a competitive
edge and gives us the opportunity to break into new applications. Price is all that matters. Service and quality are givens.’
Hannaford believes that there is a shift towards narrow web
ﬂexo, but there is still a place for sheetfed. ‘On certain types of
jobs, sometimes the graphics are such that it just does not ﬁt
ﬂexo, but with new techniques in plate making and advances in
press design that difference is getting less and less every year.
There’s deﬁnitely a marketplace for narrow web ﬂexo.’

HJ Jones
To perfect printing folding cartons using ﬂexo, HJ Jones,
another converter that started out in offset, had to journey
through a steep learning curve. In the early 90’s the decision
was made to purchase a 1618 Webtron ﬂexo press with a ﬂat bed
die cutter from Kempsmith to produce folding cartons and
paperboard packaging. This opened the door to inline process-

ing and gave HJ Jones the conﬁdence to purchase a 28 inch
wide central impression ﬂexo press from PCMC in 1999 which
was combined with a stand alone Bernal die cutter.
Two repeats of magnetic cylinders have been installed, 39
and 48 inch. Mike Jones, president, is considering a smaller
repeat set of magnetic cylinders. He feels that once equipped,
the business will follow. The order size at HJ Jones is somewhat
shorter run than the typical ﬂexo carton printer. Their product
mix includes food, retail packaging as well as liquid packaging.
‘Our move into ﬂexo has been successful and has allowed us
to take business that we could not have picked up from sheet
fed.’ Jones does not foresee the time when they move entirely
away from offset printing. He says, ‘We ﬁnd inline with ﬂat bed
die-cutting seems to be better for short run work and then the
PCMC using the magnetic dies for long runs works well for us.’
Though the PCMC press is not as busy as they’d hoped, the
press is starting to ﬁll up and it’s brought in new lines. ‘We
would never have got into liquid or bacon packaging. We estimate every job and some won’t run ﬂexo depending on the
complexities of vignettes, or some of the repeats don’t work if
you’re running reverse tuck cartons. It’s often easier to run litho
and sheetfed. We ﬁnd litho still economical for longer runs. If we
can do more in-line if we’re printing, coating and die-cutting
then it really pays to put on the larger runs, but we also ﬁnd that
sometimes high volume work will run better on ﬂexo. It just
depends on the job.’ ■

Labels on-line: www.labelsandlabeling.com

Moneymaking Makeover
Give Your Presses a Competitive Edge

O

pen up new opportunities for growth and profit. Just
mount custom-fit Bunting Magnetic Die-Cutting
Cylinders on an existing press – or install a Bunting
Die-Cutting Module on a narrow web press – and start
turning out labels, cards, folding cartons, and other
moneymaking die-cut products. To change jobs, you simply
change economical die sets – not costly hard tooling. Flexible
steel dies mount quickly and cleanly to our precision-built
Magnetic Die-Cutting Cylinders – right on the press. Our
hardened dies last for millions of impressions and offer fast
turnaround. Contact us today and discover how easily you
can increase product lines and productivity.

Bunting Magnetic Die-Cutting
Modules, Cylinders, and
Flexible Steel Dies let you
convert narrow web and
other presses to produce new
high-quality, high-profit lines.

CALL TOLL FREE 800-835-2526
Outside U.S. and Canada 1-316-284-2020

500 S. Spencer Avenue • P.O. Box 468 • Newton, KS 67114-0468 • USA • 1-316-284-2020 • Fax1-316-283-4975
E-mail: bmc@buntingmagnetics.com • www.buntingmagnetics.com
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• Ilma 340 MP Hybrid Presses
• Graficon Processing Machines
• Rebuilt gallus Presses

RPS 350

R 200 B/S

Please contact: Graficon Maschinenbau AG
Hofenstrasse 19
CH-9303 Wittenbach/St.Gallen
Switzerland

Tel. +41 71 292 16 16
Fax +41 71 292 16 00
www.graficonag.ch
info@graficonag.ch
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Developments in
Matt McCardell, president of Graphic Systems International,
systems targeted speciﬁcally at narrow web printers. Are they



IN THE

MIDDLE AGES,
OUR EMPLOYEES WOULD HAVE BEEN CALLED

WIZARDS.


Today, they are called INCREDIBLE. At Northwest Coatings, our
employees pride themselves on exemplary customer service. There
is no mystical formula involved, we simply measure our success by
our ability to exceed customer expectations. As a solutions-based
manufacturer of a wide range of adhesives and coatings using water
base or UV/EB technologies, we fully understand your requirements
for superior products that are delivered on time. And, with the
support of our ISO 9001 registered quality system, you’ll experience
product consistency batch after batch.

Call Northwest Coatings,
see what we can conjure up for you.
ISO 9001 Registered Quality System

7221 South 10th Street, Oak Creek, WI 53154
Tel: 414.762.3330 Fax: 414.762.9132
www.NorthwestCoatings.com
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utomatic ink dispensing systems were ﬁrst introduced in
North America approximately 12
years ago. The early systems
required elaborate electronics to
control the precise ﬂow of inks
through them. The software for
these early systems was also quite
elaborate. Due to the complexity of
the early dispensers, only high
volume Wide Web users could afford
them. All this has changed in recent
years. Not only are there Wide Web
ink blending systems, there are also
smaller more economical ink blending systems that meet the needs of
the Narrow Web market.
Like the Wide Web dispensers the
Narrow Web dispensers also use
digital I/O boards that virtually
eliminate the need for costly and
elaborate electronics in system
automation. Precise dosing of inks
can now be controlled with a board
that simply plugs into a personal
computer. PC based operating
systems became more stable with
the release of Windows NT, Windows
2000, and Windows XP. The application software developers became
more tuned in to what Narrow Web
ink users wanted and have since
developed a speciﬁc Narrow Web
system.
A major advantage to using an
automated ink blending system is
that progressive ink users have drastically minimized ink-related
downtime and reduced their return
ink inventories. Return ink inventory is promptly reused by the
system.

ink Dispensing
considers the latest developments in automatic ink dispensing
the right choice for your business?
Ideally, an ink supplier furnishes
the formulas and base components,
and the automated ink dispenser
simply blends the desired color. The
system automatically calculates the
precise amount of each component
required, then blends the color
desired and doses each component
with precision.
An ink blending system can
contain databases for formulas, supplier information, base component
information, substrate, orders ink
usage, cost and VOCs. These databases enable the plant to have a
complete bookkeeping system for all
ﬂexo inks.
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Evaluate Software
Capabilities

▲

When evaluating a computerized ink
blending system, it is important to
carefully review its software capabilities. Many systems on the market
today do not have their own return
ink software, but depend on the
spectrophotometer’s software for
handling press return ink. Color
reformulation with a spectrophotometer can be useful inside a plant,
but is not the best solution for everyone. The spectrophotometer is an
aid, and still requires a strong
knowledge of color formulation.
With a spectrophotometer, an ink
technician repeats a process of formulating,
correcting
and
reformulating until the desired
shade is obtained. In other words,
reformulating color with a spectrophotometer
requires
decision-making by a trained colormatcher.
On the other hand, ink blend-
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C O M PA S S
TOTAL INTEGRATION
Compass specialise in Management Information Systems for
labels printers. Our fully integrated software offers a total
solution from estimating through production control to job
costing and finance. We have fifteen years experience in
providing a complete service to international label companies.

REAL TIME CONTROL

See us at Flexo 2003 on stand No. 1510

MANAGEMENT
I N F O R M AT I O N
S Y S T E M S

For more information, please contact:
Compass Business Systems Limited
Tel: +44 1473 211578 - Fax: +44 1473 236031
Email: sales@compass-systems.co.uk
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We’ll work with anybody...

LOL-40

LOL-5

When one of our Lith-O-Light
web inspection strobe lights
comes to work with your process,
it gets along great–right off the
bat. No matter where you want
it used–press, coater, embosser,
rewinder– it can be synchronized
perfectly. And its ability to trigger
from various signals makes
installation a snap. It even gets
along with any line voltage from
90 to 240. From the powerful 1
meter LOL-40, to the tiny .063 mm
LOL-2.5, Lith-O-Light units have
never met a line they didn’t like.
Lith-O-Light only from UNILUX–
the leader in surface inspection
lighting. Who else.
USA Phone 1.800.522.0801
or order on line at
www.unilux.com

LOL-20

LOL-2.5

CE

NILUX

LOL-10

COMPLIANT
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Whether or not in-house formulation software and
spectrophotometers are the right solution depends on each
speciﬁc situation

“

”

ing systems with integrated press return software are very easy
to operate. If the operator wants to blend a particular color, the
system informs the operator that there is rework ink in inventory with some of the necessary components. If more than one
press return ink is available, the computer displays the ink in
both chronological and cost-of-ink order. The operator can
then choose whether or not to use the rework ink. A key beneﬁt
of the automatic ink blending systems is the Windows based
software providing easy link-up with any Windows-based or
spectrophotometer color formulation system.
Whether or not in-house formulation software and spectrophotometers are the right solution depends on each speciﬁc
situation regarding tonnage, handling, reuse of press return
inks, and color-matching capabilities available in-house.

Evaluate the Hardware

system attached to the valve assembly. Since cleanup is one of
the most overlooked procedures in a dispensing operation, an
automatic cleaning system is extremely useful. Whether the
system has automatic cleaning or not, you can determine how
easy a system is to keep clean by observing it in operation.
Before deciding on any manufacturer, ask yourself a few
simple questions:
● Are the valves clean, or easy to clean?
● Is the valve assembly smooth, or are stalactites of ink
hanging off?
● Is the control cabinet made of sheet metal, plastic or stainless steel?
These simple observations will help you determine the
quality of the dispensing system you are reviewing.

Gravimetric vs. Volumetric
The heart of an ink blending system is the dispensing unit,
which accurately dispenses all basic inks – inks that may have
different viscosities and rheologies. Historically, gravimet-
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▲

Automatic dispensing systems are available in many different
conﬁgurations. By calculating average batch size and number
of batches per shift, you can determine the correct size system
for your needs. Most reputable dispensing system manufacturers offer systems that can accurately dispense in 5-gallon
buckets to 55-gallon drums generally used for the Wide Web
market. Today we also have automatic ink dispensers that ﬁll
one-gallon containers designed for Narrow Web printers
Valve design is critical when evaluating a dispensing system.
Flow speed, accuracy, reliability and design of the dispense
valve should help determine the best dispensing system for
your needs. There is a direct tradeoff between speed and accuracy of most dispenser valves—the faster the ﬂow, the less
accurate the valve. Many dispenser manufacturers in the wide
web sector offer multi-ﬂow valves that allow a coarse ﬂow to
dispense the ink until it is close to the desired weight, and then
a very ﬁne or drip ﬂow to ﬁnish. Manufacturers have now
designed a revolutionary valve with two-stage ﬂow for accurate,
high-speed dispensing for Narrow Web printers.
Many dispensers are available with an automatic cleaning

Matt McCardell, president of Graphic Systems (right),
and a LabelExpo Americas 2002 booth visitor

The ink blending system must be closed and continuously
circulating to eliminate waste due to wrong viscosity or lack
of homogenous composition at press-side

“

”

ric blending systems have proved to be more accurate than
volumetric-based systems. Gravimetric systems typically
operate within an accuracy range of 1 gram. Volumetric dispensers typically operate within an accuracy range of 2 per
cent. However, each component needs to be calibrated all
the time. Air entrapment in the ink causes a dispensing
error in volumetric dispensing systems, whereas with the
gravimetric system, the weight is constantly checked.
The ink blending system must be closed and continuously
circulating to eliminate waste due to wrong viscosity or lack
of homogenous composition at press-side. It also is important that the ink circulate through the entire system.
In-house ink blending offers the following:
● Just-in-time (JIT) ink production. The ability to immediately blend inks for a press run, and blend only the ink that is
needed.
● Exact Quantity of ink per order. Historically, more ink was
ordered than was needed to avoid an ink shortage during the
production run. (An ink shortage would cause expensive
downtime, resulting in either pulling the job off the press or
waiting for a rush delivery of ink from the ink supplier.) With
in-house ink blending, less ink can be blended than is
required, because at any time, more ink can be produced
accurately with the push of a button. This practice eliminates the constant buildup of excess inks.
● Constant quality. With a computerized ink blending
system, 100 per cent reproducibility on repeat orders is possible. The color produced for a job last week or last month
will be exactly the same color when it is blended the next
time. Ink buildup is again eliminated, because wrong colors
and rejected orders are eliminated.
● Environmental compliance. Dis-posing of inks through

Anvils
Brass Hot Foiling Dies
Embossing Dies
Envelope Dies
Flat Copper Blocking Dies
Flexible Dies
Full Re-cut Service
Hole Punch Rings
Hot Foil Sleeves
Magnetic Cylinders
Male/Female Carton Set
Male/Female Punch Unit
MultiLines BoxCut™
Non-woven Dies
Polymer Printing Plates
Pressure Mate
Print Cylinders
Rotary Die Cutters
Sheeters
Shock Air System
Slitters
Steel Rule Dies
Varnishing Cylinders

normal waste channels is becoming more expensive and difﬁcult. The trend toward stricter environmental regulation is
making in-house ink blending systems more popular.
While controlling ink quality and reducing environmental
stress, general cost savings also are realized with in-house ink
blending. Normally, initial ink costs are reduced because a
partnership is formed between the ink supplier and the user.
The ink supplier most likely supplies 100 per cent of the base
components. The savings in handling costs may be passed
from the ink supplier to the customer. These cost savings can
vary, depending on the situation. The reduction or elimination
of return ink inventory puts more money toward the user’s
business and less toward the warehouse ﬂoor. Turning present
inventory into black or dark brown is an expensive way to
utilize unused ink.
Other internal cost savings experienced with in-house ink
blending are:
● reduced ink-related downtime on presses;
● reduced order-processing time for inks; reduced material
cost when starting a press run
● reduction of returned or discounted orders due to wrong
color.
● in-house ink blending affords the plant more control in
terms of consistent, reliable, repeatable quality. ■
Matt McCardell is the President of Graphic Systems
International, Inc. in Phoenix, AZ. He has been actively
involved in the promotion of automated dispensing systems
for the past 12 years. Matt can be reached at phone number
(602) 716-0300, fax number (602) 258-2279 or via E-mail
address: matt.mccardell@graphicsystemsintl.com.

No gamble
We have had half a century to build the expertise which
we have today as the leading supplier of die-cutting tools
worldwide. Therefore we know our business and you can
always be sure of getting the best quality available with fast
and on-time delivery.
We will gladly share our expertise with you, both before
and after your purchase of tooling.
Take the gamble out of buying die-cutting tools!

www.gerhardt.net • info@gerhardt.net
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We know how.
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Gillette Company
signs RFID deal
Alien Technology Corporation has won
an order from The Gillette Company for
500 million low-cost radio-frequency
identiﬁcation (RFID) tags. This is the
ﬁrst major commercial order for products incorporating the electronic product
code (EPC) developed by researchers
and member companies at the Auto-ID
Center at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. The multi-million dollar
order will support large-scale testing of
EPC tag technology through Gillette's
supply chain and in retail stores over the
next several years.
Leading the initiative at The Gillette
Company, vice president Dick Cantwell
said: ‘We are proud to be at the forefront
of the introduction of Auto-ID technology
and we hope our leadership will help
enable the wider consumer packaged
goods industry to open a new era in its
relationship with retail customers.’
Chief Executive of Alien Technology,
Stav Prodromou, commented: ‘This is a
landmark agreement. Alien's partnership with The Gillette Company not only
signals that EPC tags will be in commercial production at an affordable price
but also heralds the widespread
adoption of next-generation Auto-ID
technology across the consumer packaged goods industry.’
Alien Technology's patented manufac-

turing approach, Fluidic Self-Assembly,
allows tiny integrated circuits to be
cost-effectively handled and packaged
into EPC tags in huge volumes. This
enables Alien to achieve low cost in
making tags, and also to meet market
demand expected to grow rapidly to
tens of billions of units per year.
Alien has developed the ﬁrst EPC
labels that operate according to the
open speciﬁcations drafted at the AutoID Center (www.autoidcenter.org).
Alien and several other vendors have
developed and are offering for sale
readers for this system. This worldwide
standard for EPC labels will ensure
interoperability of tags and readers
wherever they are operating.
EPC labels can contain individual
item serial numbers and other information such as manufacturing location,
date codes, and other vital supply chain
data. Manufacturers also expect dramatic reductions in counterfeit branded
products due to the use of EPC.
Shipments of the ﬁrst Alien EPC
products to Gillette are expected to
begin within the next few months.
Alien is a privately held company
with a list of major investors familiar to
the roll label industry, including Avery
Dennison, UPM-Kymmene, the Dow
Chemical Company and Philips.

RFID labels for M&S
Marks and Spencer has revealed plans to
apply radio frequency identiﬁcation
(RFID) labels to individual high-value
food products. According to the retailer's
intellectual property director James
Stafford, labels could incorporate information for consumers such as

ingredients or even suggestions on
what wine goes best with the food
product.
Consumers will be able to access the
information via readers located in
stores, or even through their mobile
phones.

Screen solution
for RFID antennae
DuPont Electronic Technologies has
launched its Polymeric Thick Film
(PTF) technology as a solution for
screenprinting antennae onto Radio
Frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID)
‘smart’ labels.
The polymeric inks are based on
silver conductive particles and achieve
low resistivity values of 4-12
mOhms/square. According to DuPont,
the read/write distance is less than or
equal to 10cm. The inks can only be
used for 13.56 MHz (or higher frequency) RFID systems, as it is only
possible to screen print 5-6 loop antennas with this method.
PTF materials can be screen-printed
on a wide range of substrates.

Flint commits to
Conductive Ink
Flint Ink Corporation has
announced a multimillion-dollar
commitment to become ‘the
leading provider’ of conductive and
advanced printing inks and printed
electronics technology and
processes. The commitment
includes staff expansion and plans
to develop a state-of-the-art
development and resource center.
Jim Rohrkemper, VP Emerging
Business Segments, remarks,
‘Intelligent packaging, Radio
Frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID),
and printed electronics
technologies and applications are
quickly developing. Our new
commitment will allow us to more
quickly transform concepts into
'Smart' inks, printed electronic
solutions, and RFID technologies
for next-generation intelligent
packaging and supply chain
applications.’

Labels on-line: www.labelsandlabelling.com

The NEW PF102
Positions at incredible speeds
without sacrificing accuracy!
The compact PF 102 feeds up to 30,000
pieces per hour to a web press ( exact speed
depends on your booklet label ).

*Patent pending

■ Pinch roller is part of the machine frame for
accurate product-to-web alignment
■ Lo-Trak* transfer conveyor minimizes
change and allows transfer of short products
■ Positions items from 7/8" x 1-1/2" w to
9" x 9-1/2" w, up to 3/16" thick
■ Web direction accuracy +/- 0.02" (0.5mm),
cross web accuracy +/- 0.01" (0.25mm)

Learn more about our unique solutions at
www.powerfwd.com
Call (416) 227-0002 today
to arrange a personal demonstration.
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Gillette Company
signs RFID deal
Alien Technology Corporation has won
an order from The Gillette Company for
500 million low-cost radio-frequency
identiﬁcation (RFID) tags. This is the
ﬁrst major commercial order for products incorporating the electronic product
code (EPC) developed by researchers
and member companies at the Auto-ID
Center at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. The multi-million dollar
order will support large-scale testing of
EPC tag technology through Gillette's
supply chain and in retail stores over the
next several years.
Leading the initiative at The Gillette
Company, vice president Dick Cantwell
said: ‘We are proud to be at the forefront
of the introduction of Auto-ID technology
and we hope our leadership will help
enable the wider consumer packaged
goods industry to open a new era in its
relationship with retail customers.’
Chief Executive of Alien Technology,
Stav Prodromou, commented: ‘This is a
landmark agreement. Alien's partnership with The Gillette Company not only
signals that EPC tags will be in commercial production at an affordable price
but also heralds the widespread
adoption of next-generation Auto-ID
technology across the consumer packaged goods industry.’
Alien Technology's patented manufac-

turing approach, Fluidic Self-Assembly,
allows tiny integrated circuits to be
cost-effectively handled and packaged
into EPC tags in huge volumes. This
enables Alien to achieve low cost in
making tags, and also to meet market
demand expected to grow rapidly to
tens of billions of units per year.
Alien has developed the ﬁrst EPC
labels that operate according to the
open speciﬁcations drafted at the AutoID Center (www.autoidcenter.org).
Alien and several other vendors have
developed and are offering for sale
readers for this system. This worldwide
standard for EPC labels will ensure
interoperability of tags and readers
wherever they are operating.
EPC labels can contain individual
item serial numbers and other information such as manufacturing location,
date codes, and other vital supply chain
data. Manufacturers also expect dramatic reductions in counterfeit branded
products due to the use of EPC.
Shipments of the ﬁrst Alien EPC
products to Gillette are expected to
begin within the next few months.
Alien is a privately held company
with a list of major investors familiar to
the roll label industry, including Avery
Dennison, UPM-Kymmene, the Dow
Chemical Company and Philips.

RFID labels for M&S
Marks and Spencer has revealed plans to
apply radio frequency identiﬁcation
(RFID) labels to individual high-value
food products. According to the retailer's
intellectual property director James
Stafford, labels could incorporate information for consumers such as

ingredients or even suggestions on
what wine goes best with the food
product.
Consumers will be able to access the
information via readers located in
stores, or even through their mobile
phones.

Screen solution
for RFID antennae
DuPont Electronic Technologies has
launched its Polymeric Thick Film
(PTF) technology as a solution for
screenprinting antennae onto Radio
Frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID)
‘smart’ labels.
The polymeric inks are based on
silver conductive particles and achieve
low resistivity values of 4-12
mOhms/square. According to DuPont,
the read/write distance is less than or
equal to 10cm. The inks can only be
used for 13.56 MHz (or higher frequency) RFID systems, as it is only
possible to screen print 5-6 loop antennas with this method.
PTF materials can be screen-printed
on a wide range of substrates.

Flint commits to
Conductive Ink
Flint Ink Corporation has
announced a multimillion-dollar
commitment to become ‘the
leading provider’ of conductive and
advanced printing inks and printed
electronics technology and
processes. The commitment
includes staff expansion and plans
to develop a state-of-the-art
development and resource center.
Jim Rohrkemper, VP Emerging
Business Segments, remarks,
‘Intelligent packaging, Radio
Frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID),
and printed electronics
technologies and applications are
quickly developing. Our new
commitment will allow us to more
quickly transform concepts into
'Smart' inks, printed electronic
solutions, and RFID technologies
for next-generation intelligent
packaging and supply chain
applications.’

Labels on-line: www.labelsandlabelling.com

The NEW PF102
Positions at incredible speeds
without sacrificing accuracy!
The compact PF 102 feeds up to 30,000
pieces per hour to a web press ( exact speed
depends on your booklet label ).

*Patent pending

■ Pinch roller is part of the machine frame for
accurate product-to-web alignment
■ Lo-Trak* transfer conveyor minimizes
change and allows transfer of short products
■ Positions items from 7/8" x 1-1/2" w to
9" x 9-1/2" w, up to 3/16" thick
■ Web direction accuracy +/- 0.02" (0.5mm),
cross web accuracy +/- 0.01" (0.25mm)

Learn more about our unique solutions at
www.powerfwd.com
Call (416) 227-0002 today
to arrange a personal demonstration.
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Label focus for
packaging show

While there was no major narrow web presence at French
packaging show Emballage 2003, there was much of
interest for label end users, as John Penhallow reports

F

Labels on-line: www.labelsandlabelling.com

▲

irst held in 1947, Emballage claims to be the second
biggest packaging show in the world after Interpack. This
year’s show took place in the midst of an economic downturn –
France's 2002 growth will be around one per cent – and the
consensus at the show was that if major machinery purchases
are being put off, updates and small-to-medium investment
projects are still going ahead. The ‘twinning’ of Emballage and
IPA (World Food Processing Exhibition) undoubtedly beneﬁted
both shows – a successful piece of synergy of which the forthcoming joint production of Labelexpo and the Bottling, Packing
and Canning show (Brussels; October 2003) could prove to be
one more example.
The show's organisers decided this year to group all the
label-related exhibitors into the same area. The parties
affected did not always appreciate this. The reaction of Michel
Guinot (PacList/Techmay, one of France's best-known label
printers), was unequivocal: ‘We get to see the people who know

us and are looking for labels, but in our case we've got new
products in other ﬁelds, and as far as the Emballage show is
concerned we might as well have left those products at home’.
Other exhibitors in the same Label Village also felt that being
corralled in the ‘labels only’ area was a mixed blessing.
The French label association UNFEA was highly visible in
the Label Village area of the exhibition. UNFEA organised a
label competition, a ﬁrst-time event at Emballage, which is
perhaps why the number of entrants – just 36 – was disappointing. Top prizes overall went to Pago for a ﬂexo whisky
label printed on an Arsoma press. Other winners included
Etiq'Roll, Berson and Stic'Image.
Alone among the big label press manufacturers, Gallus
chose to exhibit at Emballage. On demonstration were an RCS
330 and an EM 510. Market communication manager Gerda
Gerschwiler explained the decision to come to Emballage:
‘Firstly, we want to spread the word that Gallus presses are not
just for labels, but for many kinds of packaging. The RCS 330
can handle a wide range of complex applications in both

e No.109
Rotary punching machines
from Schober –
success well planned
Precision and economics –
these factors equate!
Registration accuracy and continued
process flow are extremely important to ensure
trouble-free, high-speed production. Schober
Rotary Punching Machines take preprinted rolls
and in a continuous precision controlled process
unwinds, precisely punches, slits and rewinds.
This is an instant guarantee for economic
performance in conjunction with large production
systems, i.e. for the production of tea tags.
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Just ask us – we will advise you worldwide.
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Werkzeug- und Maschinenbau
Industriestraße 2 · D-71735 Eberdingen · Germany
Tel.+49 (0)70 42/790-0 · Fax +49(0)70 42/70 07

R.D.J. Ltd. · 11 Wolfe Close, Parkgate Industrial Estate,
Knutsford, Cheshire WA 16 8XJ

E-mail: contact@schober-gmbh.com
Internet: http://www.schober-gmbh.com

Phone (01 565) 75 00 65 · Fax (01 565) 63 39 23
mail@rdjuk.binternet.com · www.rdj.co.uk
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We're showing the EM 510 offset label press mainly to
attract the wine label business, which of course is very big
in France and increasingly looking to self-adhesive labelling

“

”

label and package printing. We're showing the EM 510 offset
label press mainly to attract the wine label business which of
course is very big in France and increasingly looking to selfadhesive labelling.’
Patrick Salhofer, boss of Gallus' French agent TMT, concludes, ‘It has been a surprisingly good year for Gallus in
France; we have installed two RCS 330 presses which are topof-the-range models, and we're conﬁdent that the coming
months will bring in more orders.’
The Hewlett Packard stand was showing videos of the ws4000
digital press - ﬁrst launched at Labelexpo Europe 2001 – in
operation at French beta-test site Imprimerie Adesa, where it
has been running since March 2002. This medium-sized French
label converter, based in the South of France, installed its ﬁrst
digital label press (a Gallus DO330) in 1998.
HP's Marketing Director Philippe Govart, pointed out that
the ws4000 is running at 16 m/minute and can print 85 per cent
of Pantone colours. ‘It's now one of two HP Indigo label presses
operating in France and we're conﬁdent that more will follow.’
Spanish narrow web press manufacturer Rotatek and their
Italian competitor Omet were both present at Emballage but
Omet's presence this year was with an information booth only.

Label Converters
Among the 20 or so label converters who exhibited at the show
was Kenilworth Products of Dublin. This specialist in high
value-added label solutions has developed a range of products
for the medical/pharmaceutical sector, including Data
Replication labels, booklet labels and tamper-evident closures.
A ﬁrst-time exhibitor at the show, Kenilworth is concentrating
on the French and Spanish markets, aiming to repeat its successful conquest of the UK.
In the label village, a surprisingly large stand was occupied by
label converter Alesta Etiket from Istanbul. Said Alesta's
Gökhan Savas, ‘We specialise in ﬁlmic self-adhesive labels for
food, drink and household goods. With our modern presses and

Innovations
Turning conventional cut-and-stack labels into selfadhesives has been the dream of many an inventor.
Now it seems Dubuit Reeltech (a subsidiary of
France's Machines Dubuit) may have turned it into a
reality. Their 'Labelroll 150' prototype demonstrated
at Emballage applies conventional labels onto a
continuous siliconised backing paper, and runs at an
impressive 20 m/minute. Reeltech's Eric Rouly sees
an immediate market in the wine labelling business

low wage costs we can now compete on equal terms with
French label printers.’
Sleever International, one of the world's biggest sleeve
labelling specialists, recently opened two new plants in Europe
and one in USA. Sleever is said to be investing heavily in R&D
for new applications, particularly in the food and beverage
sectors. On show were a number of impressive luxury sleeve
decorations for prestigious perfumes and champagnes. Other
innovations on the Sleever stand included the use of thermochromic inks and pigments (colours change in response to
temperature ﬂuctuations) and fragrant inks (lavender, chocolate, mint, orange and rose). This highly colourful display was
pulling in the crowds, as was the company's new "Powersleeve"
machinery – yet more evidence that sleeve labelling is
gaining ground.

Application equipment
In terms of labelling equipment, there was lots to see, but no
major breakthroughs.
One of the more impressive stands in the “label” section of
the show was that of Eticoncept, a major provider of labelling
and traceability software/equipment. The company works in
partnership with several big names including Zebra and LabelAire, but as Eticoncept's Dominique Le Corguillé said,
‘Business was bad at the start of 2002 as our customers delayed
their investment projects due to the business climate. Since
the middle of the year it has picked up quite well and 2002 as a
whole will be not nearly as bad as we had feared.’
It was no surprise to ﬁnd Herma Labelling Machinery at the
show. Well established in France, Herma was launching its
H362M system, a high-speed fully automatic labeller with
100per cent servo drives and able to handle complex labelling
operations with high accuracy and a top speed of 2000
labels/minute. Company director Michael Albrecht was bullish
about Herma's continued expansion in France, despite the
present economic downturn.
From its base in Antwerp, Bopack has expanded to cover
Benelux and France. A series of acquisitions over recent years
has put the company among the leaders in France both for
labels and for labelling systems. Jean-Jacques Schormans,
General Manager of Bopack France, had reason to be satisﬁed
with the Emballage show. His stand was regularly one of the
most crowded in the ‘Label Village’, with many foreign visitors,
in particular from Eastern Europe. Booklet labels are the upand-coming product at present, reckons Schormans, whose
company recently doubled its production capacity for
booklet labels. ■
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Labels & Labelling is 25 years old!
In celebration of our anniversary we will be
holding a series of events in November 2003;
■ A high level strategic conference and
workshop.
■ A gala dinner and awards ceremony.

players looking at key developments in the
next 25 years.
To stay updated with our programme of
events, please complete and return your
details below.

Issue 3 of L&L will be an anniversary special
with contributions from leading industry

Name
Job title
Company
Address
Phone

Fax

Email
Please photocopy and faxback on: +44 (0)20 8846 2801
or post to: Tarsus Group Plc, Commonwealth House, 2 Chalk Hill Road, London W6 8DW. UK
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the number illustrated. Alternatively, why not send your details, listed below, to
Greg Bowman: gbowman@worldoflabels.com
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Variable offset sleeves on
Drent-Goebel prototype unit

Next genera
Barry Hunt places some major narrow and mid-web press
developments into context

T

he evolution of the basic roll-label press into a
sophisticated production tool has created today’s highly fragmented industry. It has allowed many companies to reduce
their dependency upon commodity label products and broaden
their business horizons into more added-value products,
including ﬂexible packaging and folded cartons. As recent
trade shows and new product launches have shown, press
manufacturers are not short of ideas when it comes to introducing automated features intended to increase productivity
and improve overall efﬁciency. Backing them, of course,
are the various innovations linked to pre-press and postpress ﬁnishing.
There are many inﬂuences on how presses are designed and
built, but they all stem from changes in market demand, or
more speciﬁcally the needs of packaging buyers. They in turn
reﬂect changing retail patterns and distribution methods and
cannot be ignored. Jakob Landberg, Nilpeter’s sales director,
exempliﬁes current trends when he afﬁrms how ﬁrmly the

multi-product philosophy has taken hold: ‘We recognise that
our customers’ services are now less single-product driven, but
instead increasingly involve a mix of different products. These
in turn reﬂect their clients’ “product branding” demands’.
Consequently, he considers the demand for multi-process combination presses with interchangeable print and in-line
conversion devices will increase because they are so versatile.
Suitably modiﬁed, they have certainly played a key role in
establishing ﬂexible packaging and its variants on the narrowweb scene. To a lesser extent it has created a residual interest
in single-pass production of folded carton blanks in short runs
using UV ﬂexo or offset to compete with sheet-fed operations.
While sharing the same product-branding synergy as labels and
ﬂexible packaging, it is widely appreciated that carton printing
demands specialised sales and marketing skills.
Of course, label converters entering the ﬁlm market, with its
accent on shrink wraps, wrap-around ﬁlms, in-mould labels,
pouches and the like may also ﬁnd it hard to develop new

Labels on-line: www.labelsandlabelling.com

developing countries around the world. Other buyers include
letterpress-based ﬁrms wishing to move into ﬂexo and perhaps
those label converters who require a short-run facility to
augment larger press installations.
Newer entrants to this market includes Mark Andy’s Scout
and Edale’s three, four or ﬁve-colour Alpha (of which over 45
have been sold since the 2002 launch). Gi Due’s new four-colour
Quadra series is available in widths of 280mm, 370mm and
430mm and three hot air or UV conﬁgurations. It is said to
retain the performance features of the Combat series,
but cannot be ﬁtted with additional colour or die cutting
units. The press is only 3m long and less than 150cm. deep, in
any conﬁguration.

▲

markets. The incentive to succeed, however, is prompted by
prospects of solid growth. Narrow-web converters are well
placed to offer quality graphics, digitised pre-press economies,
networked digital prooﬁng and fast turnarounds. They can also
meet buyers’ demands for the smaller run length patterns associated with regional or seasonal sales campaigns for consumer
products. Interestingly, there are several reports of ﬁlm converters offering trade services to wide-web ﬂexo and gravure printers
who cannot efﬁciently handle short-run jobs. Some have developed partnerships with large print and packaging organisations
who offer a ‘one-stop shopping’ service for their customers.
Technically, there are several modular platform presses
capable of converting unsupported ﬁlms, but we are now seeing

tion label?
more dedicated models due the nature of the job in hand. For
example, varying substrate thicknesses will effect feed lengths,
but adjustable impression cylinders can compensate for this.
Servo-driven web guides, tension controls between individual
print units and automatic register controls are other distinguishing features when handling thin substrates at optimum
press speeds. Such presses usually combine both hot-air drying
systems for working with solvent-based inks, as well as UV
curing systems augmented with water-cooled plates or servodriven chill rolls to facilitate the handling of heat-sensitive
materials.
Other high-end features may include centralised controls with
touch screen panels and job data storage/retrieval. Fault detection is even more critical with such expensive materials, which
has led to some advanced forms of video web inspection. Some
modules will inspect both sides of the web simultaneously, while
coping with reﬂective substrates and metallic inks. Another
option is to inspect the relative position of transparent varnishes and cold-seal liquid adhesives, as used for pouches.
Away from this peak of print technology, the greater number of
global press sales still come from far more compact ﬂexo workhorses. On one hand they are obviously ‘entry level’ presses,
usually offering a limited choice of colour capability. But their
appeal to start-up companies increasingly includes those in the

Mark Andy LP3000 press
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PCMC Deckx2 print module. Note CI drum between
two print decks

Press markets

▲

While keeping sales ticking over, it is not surprising that the
overall press market is hardly buoyant at a time of economic
uncertainty. Many converters have consequently deferred their
investment plans, which in Europe has led to trading conditions best described as ‘patchy’, according to at least one
salesperson. The consensus is that sales in the UK, Ireland,
France and Italy have held up relatively well, but those in
central Europe have declined markedly, especially in Germany.
The North American scene has also been quieter than normal
and most manufacturers have laid off staff.
On the other hand, several press makers are developing farreaching sales strategies - just like the materials suppliers - by
establishing sales and service facilities in parts of South East
Asia, eastern Europe, India, Russia and China. From a small
base, these areas now show the most dynamic growth for selfadhesive labels and packaging within an increasingly globalised
marketplace for branded consumer goods.
While hardly a trend, there have also been some interesting
mergers among manufacturers, which in some cases have
prompted some new presses. An example is Paper Converting
Machine Co, which acquired the Webtron range and ZigZag
carton presses from the troubled Didde Group to set-up PC Inline Systems. Its wide-web pedigree is evident in the Evolution,
an innovative servo-driven ﬂexo press for multi-substrates in

widths of 460mm, 560mm and 660mm. The Deck x 2 two-colour
print heads use a single common impression cylinder that
operates in-line between two colour decks to give an extremely
short web path. The company has also developed the X10, a
250-mm wide ﬂexo press that emulates the short web path and
cantilever design of the Webtron 650/750 models, including
interchangeable cylinders and tooling.
Nilpeter has introduced the FB-Line of ﬂexo/UV ﬂexo
modular presses, which are built in the US at the former
RotoPress plant in Cincinnati. The three models with web
widths from 273mm to 425mm compliment Nilpeter’s existing
ﬂexo and ﬂexo/combination presses. There is also the FBZ4200, a new 420-mm wide servo-assisted packaging press with
slide in rotary screen and hot-foil units. Chill drums at the base
of the Z-shaped frame create a 180-degree surface contact to
assist in running heat sensitive ﬁlms and maintaining tight register. Also new is the FBX line with web widths from 477mm to
680mm, which marks the company’s entry into the mid-web
packaging market.
Within the Mark Andy organisation, Comco concentrates on
its multi substrate ProGuide MSP press line in Ohio. The latest
offering is a gravure unit within a ‘solvent safe’ press, used in
conjunction with water-based or UV-curable ﬂexo options.
Gravure (also an option for Nilpeter’s M-3300 offset press) is
sold as a cost-effective method of printing metallic inks on high
quality labels and packaging as an alternative to foiling or off
press bronzing. For its part, Mark Andy has introduced the
LP3000, a ﬂexo/UV ﬂexo press in the Model 2200 mould. It converts a wide range of label materials at up to 230 m/minute
based on a combination of new plate loading, ink cassette and
press set-up features.

Flying Imprinting stations on Gallus RCS330
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As to the pros and cons, it is generally agreed that
shaftless models use more power, but as to whether they
cost more than a similarly-conﬁgured conventional press
depends on individual models

“

”

Letterpress stays in the game – Lintec’s Automatic
Control Roller System

Shaftless
Mark Andy builds the LP3000 with ground helical gears, which
are claimed to eliminate gear marking. Obviously, this is not a
problem with shaftless technology, which uses direct AC servo
drives instead of mechanical drives, gear trains and gear
boxes. It is already established on wide-web ﬂexo and gravure
presses, where it tends to be combined with some type of
sleeve plate and anilox system to give inﬁnitely variable
repeat lengths.
It is also found on several offset-based presses. In fact Drent
introduced the shaftless Vision SMR narrow-web series as long
ago as 1996. In January 2001 it acquired Goebel’s web division
and with it the shaftless Novaprint in widths of 680mm and
760mm. Both models spearhead Drent Goebel’s activities in
the label and packaging markets. A strategic alliance with RDP
Marathon means the Montreal-based company will market
and support both ranges in the USA and Canada. In turn, Drent
Goebel will market RDP’s larger web-offset presses in Europe.
Last year Drent Goebel introduced the VSOP (Variable Size
Offset Printing) unit with UV curing. It uses a ﬁxed impression
cylinder and variable size plate and blanket cylinders ﬁtted
with air shafts to accommodate lightweight sleeves to affect

changes in printing sizes. Print lengths are set without steps
from 381mm to 762mm, much in the manner of ﬂexo sleeve
technology. A Vision with VSOP units is currently being beta
tested at Pechiney, a Dijon-based ﬂexible packaging printer,
and ﬁve similar presses are on order.
Following lengthy evaluations over four years, Gallus is now
installing its servo-driven RCS 330 UV ﬂexo combination press
at various sites in Europe and the USA. At the last Labelexpo it
featured a ﬂying imprinter station for making frequent text
changes. Two would be used, allowing text changes in the idle
print station while maintaining full press speed. Omet’s shaftless Varyﬂex, intended for the folding carton market, features
quick-change sleeves for both the anilox assembly and ﬂexo
plate cylinders, giving variable repeats from 292mm to 838mm.
The latest entrant is Edale’s new ﬂagship, the Sigma packaging
press in web widths from 330mm to 620mm. It offers an additional axis as an upgrade allowing independent control of the
print cylinder for inﬁnitely variable print length control. The
ﬁrst has gone to Tamar Labels in Tavistock, Devon, for carton
printing, while Arab Medical Packaging in Egypt is installing
the second to produce mainly printed foils for blister packs.
As to the pros and cons, it is generally agreed that shaftless
models use more power, but as to whether they cost more than
a similarly-conﬁgured conventional press depends on individual models. The presses use a lot of sophisticated electronics,
which implies the need for sound maintenance schedules and
readily-available service back-up. Operators must also ensure
that all servo drives are electronically synchronised to obtain
the beneﬁts associated with precise web tension and 360degree print registration on everything from thin ﬁlms to
cartonboard. ‘Once set-up you gain more functionality. For
example, by using the touch-screen control you input the settings for web tension and register, but once stored they can be
retrieved for repeat jobs to increase overall productivity’, says
James Boughton, Edale’s joint managing director.
To end with a brief note on print processes, it is clear that
water-based ﬂexo and UV ﬂexo are striding ahead, despite their
known limitations in respect of printing standards. UV rotary
letterpress refuses to be written off as a premium-quality label
process, although new presses tend to be sold to existing users
of the process. Offset units have become ﬁrmly established,
mainly as part of combination presses serving premium label
and packaging markets and augmented with rotary screen and
hot or cold foiling methods. With the need for temperature-controlled plates, waterless offset is a much rarer process, but it
has certain niche markets, notably among Australian wine
label printers. ■
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Merger creates
print colossus
Moore Corporation Limited and Wallace
Computer Services, Inc. have announced
the signing of a deﬁnitive merger agreement to form one of the largest providers
of print management solutions in the
world. The combined company, to be
named Moore Wallace, would become
one of the world's largest integrated
providers of commercial print, direct
mail, outsourced customer communications, forms, labels, fulﬁllment and
distribution services. The merger is
subject to approval by Wallace shareholders and regulatory approvals.
When the merger is completed, the
company will have approximately US$3.6
billion in annual revenues and over
18,500 employees worldwide. The
company expects to generate synergy
savings of at least US$50 million on an
annualized basis from asset rationaliza-

tion, elimination of redundant overhead
and duplicate IT expenditures, procurement savings and the opportunity to
leverage a more comprehensive product
offering to a broader customer base.
Moore operates in three complementary business segments: Forms and
Labels, Outsourcing and Commercial.
The Forms and Labels business designs,
manufactures and sells paper-based
and electronic business forms and
labels and provides electronic print
management solutions.
Wallace is among the largest label
converters in the United States, specializing in all narrow web print
technologies, including Flexo and UV
Flexo, Letterpress, Offset, Screen,
Combination and Digital printing.
The company runs seven label
converting plants.

Avery Europe invests in
new coating capacity
Avery Dennison’s European operation
is to invest €60M in two new coaters
in Champ-sur-Drac, France and
Luxembourg, along with major new
investment in slitting operations
throughout the continent.
The announcement came as the
company layed out its post-Jackstädt
acquisition structure in Europe. The new
company name is Avery Dennison Roll
Materials Europe, but visibility of the
Jackstädt brands will be retained in the
FassonJac materials range.
Okke Koo, vice president-general
manager at Avery Dennison Roll
Materials Europe told journalists in the

Czech Republic that the ‘overwhelming
majority of customers are very satisﬁed
with the integration up to now.’
The company also has a new organisational structure which will allow it to
focus on the fast-growing areas of
Eastern Europe and ‘International
South,’ which includes Turkey, Greece
and the countries of the Middle East
and North Africa. General manager of
these two divisions is Angelo Depietri.
Depietri was appointed Adespan’s
general manager in 1985. When Avery
Dennison acquired Adespan in 2000
Depietri joined its European management team.

E-Combat launch
set for LabelExpo
GIDUE and Siemens have announced
a technical partnership to develop a
new series of presses called the ECombat line. The E-Combat will be
unveiled at the LabelExpo Europe
show in Brussels in September
2003 and will build on the proven
servo-drive concepts of the existing
Combat presses.
The agreement covers a number of
service and technology related issues.
Gi Due and Siemens will develop a
program which allows control from
Italy of every function of the press,
getting on demand instant ‘pictures’
of the press at any time, for remote
diagnostics and servicing.
For full digital management of the
press, Gi Due and Siemens’ software
designers will develop more open and
ﬂexible electronic architectures, at
the same time getting a more reliable
result than with traditional analog
conﬁgurations. Siemens and Gi Due
will guarantee that each servo part
will be available in stock for 10 years
after it goes out of production.

PCMC In-line
launches in Europe
PCMC has launched its In-line Systems
division products in Europe. The key
press systems are the X-10 – merging
and improving upon the designs of the
Webtron 650 and 750 HQ machines, to
which PCMC bought the intellectual
property rights in 2001 – and the innovative multiple substrate Evolution
press system, which combines features
from PCMC’s CI presses with and inline press design.
The Evolution can be seen in action
at PCMC’s Open House, which will be
held at the company’s Green Bay HQ
between Februrary 18-19, 2003.
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European joint
venture for CCL
Canadian-based CCL Industries Inc is
to form a 51 per cent controlled
European joint venture with Pachem
AG, a leading, privately held provider
of pressure sensitive, shrink sleeve and
in-mold labels.
The company will operate as CCLPachem, headquartered at Pachem's
existing facility in Honehems, Austria.
Its focus will be on providing global
consumer companies with package
decorating solutions for their premium
European brands in the food, beverage
and battery categories. CCL will continue to operate its 100 per cent
owned, European label company that
focuses on the personal care, pharmaceutical and chemical markets.
CCL-Pachem will initially operate
from three plants in Honehems,
Austria, Avelin, France and Rhyl, U.K.,
providing a full complement of printing
capabilities with 'signiﬁcant' production capacity. Sales for 2002 are
expected to have exceeded Cdn$45
million and plans call for a 50 per cent
expansion over the next three years.
Technology from the European operations will also be transferred to CCL

Label's wholly owned subsidiaries to
serve customers in North and Latin
America and Asia. This includes a
Cdn$8million investment in its
South Dakota facility that will bring
CCL-Pachem technology to the
United States.
Geoffrey Martin, president of
CCL's Label Division, said, 'We have
long admired the management of
Pachem and their rapid growth in
the plastic container decoration
business. Their expertise in the area
of in-mold, off-mold and shrink
sleeve systems, coupled with our
pressure sensitive and heat transfer
label expertise in glass bottle decoration will position us strongly in this
growth area of the label industry.'
CCL Industries investment to
acquire 51 per cent of the business
is approximately Cdn$20million
including assumed debt. The
Rotogravure label plant in Avelin,
France, acquired earlier this year,
will be part of the new joint venture.
CCL and Pachem expect to close the
transaction during the ﬁrst quarter
of 2003.

IntelLabel acquires Double S Systems
and Customark from Renaissance
US-based Renaissance Mark has sold
its Customark and Double-S Systems
businesses in the UK to newly formed
company IntelLabel.
Customark has operated as a division of Stampiton since acquisition in
1999, servicing the industrial labels
markets for OEM and logistics companies. Double-S Systems has been
working closely with Customark to

provide precision application solutions to the electronics industry.
The sale of these two businesses
follows a decision by Renaissance
Mark to focus investment on the core
UK businesses of Stampiton and
Double-S Labels.
The company will continue to trade
under its existing name and John
Walsh will remain general manager.

2D barcode
solution
In a deal worth around £5M over ﬁve
years, Hovat Ltd, the UK's second
largest stationery label
manufacturer, has acquired Wydata
Ltd, a leading innovator in barcode
stationery and digital printing.
The vertically integrated combined
entity will be able to supply a total
barcoding solution including labelling
and point of sale material.
Hovat md Bill Habergham
comments: ‘Wydata has joined the
Hovat family of businesses that
already includes Ascom Addressing
Ltd., and which will continue to grow
aggressively in the next few years.
This acquisition opens up a whole
new market. Barcoding is already
worth around 10M euros each year
and Wydata is not only the foremost
supplier of barcoding technology, but
also the knowledge leader.’

L&L supports
digital workshop
Giga Information Group in association
with Labels and Labelling Magazine is
launching the Digital Label and Tag
Printing Workshop on 19 March 2003 at
the Grand Hotel Krasnapolsky Hotel in
Amsterdam, Netherlands. This new
event precedes the 26th Global Ink Jet
and Thermal Printing Conference.
L&L editor Andy Thomas will address
the workshop on digital printing developments from Labelexpo Chicago 2002,
while Mark Andy expands on the possibilities offered by its in-line
conventional/digital press system. Other
papers include a comparison between
thermal transfer and ink jet technologies
and an insight into digital technology
from the view of label converters.
Visit http://ijtpeu@gigaweb.com or email suzysclater@aol.com, or call
+44 208 367 7808.
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UCB consolidates
Solutia activities
UCB has acquired Solutia’s Resins,
Additives & Adhesives business for 500
million USD, plus a 10 million USD
exclusivity fee. The new entity will
become a strong global player in resins
for industrial and specialty coatings,
graphic arts and adhesives, focused on
‘environmentally friendly’ technologies.
The activities taken over by UCB from
Solutia are complementary to UCB
Chemical Specialties’ activities and
cover liquid coating resins - including
waterborne and high-solids - technical
resins, additives and adhesives. These
activities are mainly geared towards
high-end industrial coating applications.
The acquisition will include approximately 1,700 employees, located in a
number of research facilities and sales
ofﬁces, and 10 production sites. These

facilities are situated in Europe, as well
as in the Americas and Asia.
UCB will take advantage of the opportunity offered by the acquisition of
Solutia’s activities to integrate its Film
sector with its Chemical sector. This
will combine all the Group’s non-pharmaceutical activities in one entity.
UCB’s Film Sector is one of the world’s
largest specialty BOPP ﬁlm producers
and the world’s largest cellulose ﬁlm
producer.
Like the Chemical Sector, UCB’s Film
Sector is focused on specialty applications, such as coated packaging,
overwrapping, labels and security ﬁlms.
Synergies are mainly related to the
development of new coating technologies/markets and to the customer
interface.

ExxonMobil project aims
to reduce time to market
ExxonMobil Chemical has joined forces
with leading European pre-press house
Saueressig and converter SIT in an internet-based project to integrate all players
in the FMCG value chain.
The study focusses on integrating different elements of the packaging chain –
for example linking digital management
of the packaging design process (image
storage, computer emulation, remote
location prooﬁng) with materials planning and ordering, as well as colour
repeatability possibilities. Artwork, prepress and printing will be integrated into
one digital workﬂow, providing colour
matching and mock-up production and
ensuring packaging material suitability
and availability.

Saueressig is already well advanced
in "e-services", providing workﬂow
management and order tracking, and
will provide expertise in on-line colour
management. SIT, a converter based in
the Republic of San Marino, is working
on the colour repeatability part of the
project to guarantee design colour consistency across all communication
mediums including the design of the
ﬁnished packaged product.
A Pilot Project should be completed
early this year. ExxonMobil expects
other companies to join the network at
that point, including designers, prepress companies, print form producers,
converters and producers of other
packaging materials.

Sericol Inks under
new ownership
New York-based Saratoga Partners,
together with Sericol management,
had signed an agreement with BP plc
to acquire Sericol.
Since its founding in 1984, Saratoga
has made investments in 29 companies with a value of over $3.4 billion.
Sericol is a world leader in the production of inks and other consumables for
the screen-printing industry, and
recently moved into the production of
UV ﬂexo and digital inks.
Sericol’s existing management team
led by Chief Executive Ed Carhart, will
remain with the company and are participating in the transaction that is
expected to close in the ﬁrst quarter of
2003. Carhart commented: ‘We now
have a partner in Saratoga that is fully
aligned, supportive and committed to
providing the resources necessary to
further grow and expand our business.’

Kroenert
acquires B&M
Max Kroenert GmbH & Co has
acquired Bachofen & Meier AG,
Bülach, Switzerland, from
Jagenberg AG. Bachofen & Meier
AG is a leading supplier of
machinery to the paper/ board,
ﬁlm and foil converting industry
and will continue operating as a
stand- alone enterprise within
the Kroenert organization,
trading under its name BMB.
The Kroenert group of companies
incorporates Kroenert
Corporation, Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
USA and Drytec Trocknungs- und
Befeuchtungstechnik GmbH & Co
in Germany. Kroenert and BMB
will continue operating out of
their existing locations.
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Direct Labels
Mark Andy Scout

Direct Labels in Cannock, UK, has
installed a Mark Andy Scout press. The
machine is speciﬁed as a six-colour 10"
machine, with full UV curing, and
delam/relam facilities with turner bars.
It joins a battery of similarly speciﬁed
Mark Andy presses.
Direct Label was founded by Chris
Dodd and Phil Wright in 1985. Jobs are
drawn directly and indirectly from the
food, chemical and electronic sectors,
which demand a degree of all-round
competence and ﬂexible working practices. Most work – including a lot of
trade jobs – is one to six-colours, with
varnishing or lamination as ‘added
value’ items.
Direct Labels operates its own studio,
as well as a Slitter/Rewinder and
Fanfold unit for ﬁnishing. The company
will shortly move into a new 7000ft2
No.200
unit.
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Label Converters
Mark Andy 4150

Label Converters has installed a Mark
Andy 4150 8-colour UV ﬂexo press conﬁgured to produce complex label constructions at high speed. Operations
director Steve Wilder, comments: ‘This
latest investment allows us to create
further new complex products and will
now enable the company to target a
number of new markets. The higher
operating speeds of the 4150 and
406mm web width will make the
machine far more cost effective on larger production runs.’
The press conﬁguration includes two

unwind units, allowing the press to
operate two different substrates simultaneously.
The machine also incorporates inline hot melt coating with the ability to
produce multiples of glue strips as
required. This together with a multi-die
station, independent tension control
system and back print facility will allow
Label Converters to produce labels in a
wide variety of unusual formats.
Following this investment, production at Label Converters has now fully
No.201
switched to UV printing.
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Märkische
Etiketten
Nilpeter FA-4200

Märkische
Etiketten
GmbH,
Müncheberg, Germany, has installed a
Nilpeter FA-4200 flexo-based label
press conﬁgured with nine printing stations. Its platform-based cassette system makes it easy to combine ﬂexo
printing with other printing methods,
such as gravure and screen.
The press was initially configured
with screen printing units and subsequently will be equipped with units for
hot foil stamping, glue printing and
laminating.
Märkische Etiketten is an experienced player in the ﬁlm printing market
and will primarily use the Nilpeter FA4200 to print on ﬁlm substrates from 40
µm, but also for pressure-sensitive
materials. One of the main reasons for
selecting the FA-4200 is its ability to
offer signiﬁcantly increased capacity,
particularly in ﬁlm printing jobs.

e No.202
Femaprint
HP Indigo ws4000

Femaprint NV in Belgium is installing
an HP Indigo ws4000 digital press,

which joins an existing Omnius
Webstream 50 (now the HP Indigo
ws2000). This is the ﬁrst ws4000 in
Belgium.
Femaprint specializes in computer
form/labels, personalised digital label
printing and laser diecutting.
● HP has also announced the sale of a
ws2000 digital press to Eclipse
Marketing Solutions in the UK, a leading supplier of product wrap prototypes
on multiple substrates to the UK confectionery industry. The Hull-based prepress and digital company was also the
ﬁrst European company to adopt the
Indigo Omnius web-fed packaging and
label press in 1995, and changed its previous trading name from Brand Central
to Eclipse towards the end of 2001.
Said Eclipse managing director Brian
Cooke, ‘Our previous Indigo system, the
Omnius WebStream, enables us to print
direct onto over 1000 different substrates – from say a tea-bag to 600
micron board. Shrink sleeve and
metallics are particularly key to our speciﬁc customer base, and being able to
utilise these materials at a pre-launch
stage is of immense value. We are conﬁdent that our decision to upgrade on
the technology will enable us to triple
our current turnover within the next
ﬁve years.’
Printing at running speeds up to
7m/min for four colours, the HP Indigo
Press ws2000 allows for higher deﬁnition imaging, full variable-data personalisation in up to six colours, the capability to re-register, and a wide variety of
in-line finishing solutions including
electronic collation. It can also produce
large format images for sampling by
tiling several frames together.
‘The market can be developed rapidly.
We’re already working with packaging
design consultancies such as JKR and
Impackt. There are plenty of ad agencies that would use the service but just
aren’t aware that there is a web digital
press that can handle so many different
No.203
substrates,’ says Cooke.
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Mark Andy UK
Change at the top

LABEL
GRAPHICS
Gallus EM280

Labelgraphics, in Clydebank, Glasgow,
has installed a third high spec Gallus
EM 280 ﬂexo line, one of the most highly speciﬁed of its type in Europe. The
latest Gallus, a 10-colour machine, is,
like its two 9-colour predecessors, a ﬂexible machine. Equipped with a corona
treater, two rotary screen units,
delam/relam facilities, turner bars, hotfoil embossing, and varnishing capabilities, and twin slid away die heads, it also
has full UV curing.
Work at Labelgraphics spans 1,000 to
10 million labels on a variety of substrates from self-adhesive paper stocks
to ﬁlmics. The company devotes 50 per
cent of its time to the premium spirits
industry, including many of the independent Scotch whisky producers. The
company currently employs 70 on tripleshift working, and generates a £5m
annual turnover, making it well placed
No.204
to ﬁll this role.
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Gi Due
60 Combats

Gi Due has announced that 60 Combat
presses were delivered and installed
worldwide by the end of last year. The
range of conﬁgurations shows the

increasing need for multi-functional
presses in the market, according to joint
owner Federico D’Annunzio. ‘Over 20 per
cent of the Combat presses have been
delivered with 8 colours or more, and
over 20 per cent of the presses have been
delivered to produce ﬂexible packaging
and carton.’ All available widths have
been manufactured (280, 370, 430, 530
mm.), and the full range of ﬂexo inks are
being used (UV, solvent, water based).
Both line shaft and servo driven presses
have been delivered. ‘This trend is conﬁrmed by the incoming orders of 2003,
where Gi Due conﬁrms its success in the
label market, and establishes a solid
presence in the market of high-tech
presses for the packaging industry,’ says
D’Annunzio. ‘Labels and packaging carton and ﬁlm - are the reference
markets for the Gi Due strategies of
No.205
2003.’
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Taglil
Edale Alpha

Label printer Taglil, Israel, has installed
an Edale Alpha press through local agent
Gold-Chem. Due to his growing Tel-Aviv
based business, Taglil owner Ron Cohen
required a 5-colour press that was economical, compact but gave excellent
print quality. Said Cohen, ‘Due to the
Alpha’s clever design, the machine will
not take up much room in my factory
and yet the print quality is as good as any
other larger ﬂexo machine.’ Quicker set
up and change-over times were other
important factors for Cohen.
● Another Alpha has gone to Wakeﬁeld
Labels, of Barking Essex in the UK.
The all UV, four-colour machine with
additional varnish station was installed
at Wakeﬁeld’s factory in August 2002.
Wakeﬁeld says the Alpha provides ‘excellent registration at both high and low
speeds and gives a good sharp colour
ﬁnish.’
No.206
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Mark Andy Inc has announced a
change of leadership at its UK
subsidiary with the promotion of
Paul Briggs to managing director.
The appointment follows the
retirement of Michael
Richardson, who co-founded
Mark Andy UK Ltd in 1993,
having previously enjoyed great
success with the marque at
Stanley Press Equipment.
Paul Briggs joined the company in
1993 and has been responsible
for sales of Mark Andy and more
recently Comco equipment in the
North of England. Mark Andy
Company President, John Eulich
remarked: ‘The contribution made
by Michael Richardson cannot be
over-estimated. We wish him a
happy and healthy retirement and
take this opportunity to assure
all our UK customers that Mark
Andy is in very safe hands with
Paul Briggs.’

Bobst Group
Buys Metso
Bobst Group SA, based in Prilly,
Switzerland, has signed a
Memorandum of Understanding
about the acquisition of the
converting activities of Metso
Corporation, Helsinki, Finland.
The main activities of Metso's
Converting group are located in
England (Titan, Atlas, General)
and in Italy (Rotomec). Net sales
of the business group totaled
Euro 176 million in 2001.
Metso's Converting group
manufactures rotogravure and
ﬂexographic printing presses,
coating and laminating machines,
slitters and sheet cutters.
Bobst Group is an important
supplier of products and services
for the folding carton, corrugated
board and ﬂexible packaging
industries, with a dedicated sales
and service network with ofﬁces
in more than 50 countries.
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Total Register
FoilSaver drive

Total Register’s recently introduced
FoilSaver drive is claimed to produce
foil savings of 50-95 per cent in typical
applications when compared to a oneto-one process. Foil stamping speeds
are now in the 200 – 400 feet per minute
range, depending on substrate, foil, and
die layout.
Says the company, ‘Until recently,
online rotary stamping was restricted to
products where the foil area is a signiﬁcant part of the printed image – wine
labels with a continuous border are a
typical example – and foil consumption
was inherently on a one-to-one basis
with the web, i.e. one foot of foil used for
each foot of web.’
The FoilSaver foil drive technology
manipulates the foil to minimize waste
by feeding the amount of foil required
for each image regardless of the repeat
size of the foiling cylinder. Foil is
unwound and rewound on individual
spools, each with their own clutch
mechanism, enabling the Foilsaver to
handle multiple streams of foil, giving
further foil saving in the cross web
direction.
The drives are also capable of stamping registered holograms, allowing up to
four streams of pre-imaged holographic
foil to be registered to the die.
Additional hologram registration drives
– up to six, depending on machine
width – can be ﬁtted.
An additional beneﬁt of rotary hologram application is that documents
having different repeats can be stamped
using hologram foil of the same repeat,
thus avoiding the need for multiple
inventories and having to have a new
hologram embossing run for each document pitch. It is no longer necessary to
match the hologram pitch to an even
sub-multiple of the document pitch.
The TR has the option to accommodate the unequal image repeats often
found in sheeted work requiring glue
ﬂaps or binding margins.

These drives are now available in a
variety of forms: as drop-ins into a
rotary die cutting frame; as servo or
gear driven modules for incorporation
into web ﬂexo, litho or digital printing
presses; and as stand-alone converting
presses incorporating a range of other
ﬁnishing options.
The FoilSaver is not restricted to hot
stamping – variations have been produced for cold stamping, dieless
stamping, and in combination with
No.207
digital printing.
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Kurtz
Cold foil

Kurz has launched its own ‘cold foil’
stamping process utilizing dedicated
foil and adhesives combinations to
achieve high stamping speeds.
Cold foiling is a process of transferring a stamping foil to a substrate by
means of special adhesives on web fed
label presses with lamination or rotary
foil stamping units. Cold foil stamping
does away with the need for engraved
cylinders, opening up shorter run applications on heat sensitive substrates. It
is also easier to control register tolerances.
Applications
include
self-adhesive and wet-adhesive labels,
folding boxes, commercial displays, as
well as ﬂexible plastic materials – as
used for instance for toothpaste tubes.
Kurz has formulated its Luxor/Aluﬁn
22884 foil speciﬁcally for the cold
stamping process. The construction features a speciﬁcally adjusted easy
release for transferring the foil onto different stamping surface materials In the
ﬂexographic printing process onto nonabsorbent substrates 22884 is applied
onto a cationic curing UV-adhesive. In
litho offset the adhesive is a radical
curing UV-adhesive or a conventional
drying adhesive.
Kurz says that results are dependent
on the printing and laminating station
and the UV – adhesive that is being
used. Kurz has tested a number of UV-

adhesives speciﬁcally designed for cold
foil stamping from different suppliers in
its laboratory and performance information is available on request. The
company recommends a test run before
No.208
starting a production run.
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Klöckner
High shrink ﬁlm

Klöckner Pentaplast’s Pentaprint line of
standard and high-shrink transversedirection oriented (TDO) ﬁlms for full
body sleeve labels has been extended to
include the new high-shrink Pentaprint
E749/50 AS7 PETG ﬁlm. Pentaprint
E749/50 AS7 ﬁlm has 78 per cent shrink
properties and is designed for products
requiring uniform shrinkage on very
narrow neck glass and plastic containers, such as liquor bottles. The ﬁlm is
available in 45 microns, rather than the
standard 50 microns, giving a claimed
10 per cent yield advantage in the production process.
Available in PETG, Pentaprint
E749/50 AS7 offers a low heat-initiation
temperature allowing the shrink sleeve
to adjust during the early stages of label
application in a steam or radiant heat
shrink tunnel. The manufacturer says
this ﬁlm has ‘superior print resolution,
proper ink adhesion, and excellent processing capabilities on high-speed
rotogravure and ﬂexographic printing
No.209
presses.’
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Coates Screen
Opaque white

Coates Screen has added Vioroll SFW70 Screen Opaque White to its range
of ﬂexo, screen and offset inks for the
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narrow web label printer. Aimed squarely at the rotary
screen user, Coates the formulation’s silicone-free
technology makes it much more receptive to overprinting with any ﬂexographic, letterpress or
lithographic ink than previously possible, without any
prior modiﬁcation. It exhibits excellent adhesion to
most label substrates, as well as rapid cure, good ﬂexibility and resistance to edge curl, says Coates.
All Vioroll inks are speciﬁcally formulated for highspeed decoration of top-coated and corona-discharge
treated polyethylene and polypropylene, as well as
most other roll label substrates.
When fully cured, Vioroll inks are claimed resistant
to nearly all detergents, personal hygiene and personal care products, including aqueous solutions and
alcohol-containing materials. These resistance properties make the inks suitable for use on labels
intended for a wide variety of toiletries and liquid
soap products.
Complementing this silicone-free opaque white,
Vioroll inks are also available in the C-Mix 2000
colour range, consisting of 9 strong, bright, mono-pigmented shades together with white, black and mixing
clear to form a complete blending system which
allows for the matching of virtually any shade, including simulations of all Pantone colours. The C-Mix
2000 colour range is compatible with both Formulator
and Formulator Ink Dispensing Systems for total ink
room management.
No.210

Sensor Products
Force indicator

Sensor Products Inc’s Pressurex a tactile force-indicating sensor allows users to assess compression
magnitude and distribution between any two mating or
impacting surfaces. Applications include measuring
nip pressure and roll contact pressure in coating
machines, where Pressurex reveals inaccurate roll
alignment and roll skewing. The ﬁlm is also ideal for
determining crown correction, revealing damage to roll
coverings and indicating roll wear.
The Pressurex sensor comes in the form of a thin
sheet. When placed between impacting or mating surfaces, the sensor ﬁlm instantaneously and permanently
changes color. The intensity of this color is proportional to the amount of force applied, allowing the user
to quantify the stress characteristics across the
surface. Precise PSI (kg/cm2) can be determined by

eXact
digital quality at analog prices!
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Rhodia
Solvents release

Rhodia has developed a new mono-component
UV/EB-curable epoxy silicone low-release solventless
system. Silcolease PC-605 is pre-blended, so there is
less chemical handling and reduced mixing errors for
release liner manufacturers. ‘Silcolease PC-605
brings minimized backside silicone transfer to the
liner and improved release stability over traditional
multi-component UV systems,’ says Rhodia. It consists of an optimized low-release pre-blend of
Silcolease PC-600 UV/EB silicone polymer and
Silcolease PC-670 UV/EB CRA-minus release modiﬁer, and is pre-catalyzed with Rhodorsil
Photoinitiator 2074. This monocomponent product is
claimed to bring faster and more complete polymerization for tandem coating operations, and is
intended for use as a release surface on a wide selection of papers and ﬁlms and against a wide range of
No.211
adhesive materials.
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e No.129

comparison of the sensor ﬁlm to a color
calibration chart – conceptually similar
to interpreting Litmus paper – or by
using one of several systems that the
No.212
company supplies.
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compliance and increased infrastructure
and transportation costs.
Rohm and Haas, a worldwide producer of specialty chemicals, is a $5.7
billion company with more than 100
plants and research facilities in 25
No.214
countries.
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Dunmore

CO2 technology to provide the full spectrum of screen speciﬁcations.
The system incorporates custom cell
design and graphix anilox function.
Special patterns as well as standard
engravings including tri-helicals can be
No.217
produced.
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Plant expansion

Coast Controls

Dunmore Corporation has announced
plans to expand the Bristol, PA facility.
Past improvements at the Bristol location include the purchase and
installation of a new coating line, metallizer, slitter rewinder, along with a major
ofﬁce renovation that was completed in
early 2002. The next phase of expansion
includes the addition of slot die coating
capability, a new 5200 square feet
research and development department,
and the integration of the Newtown, PA
facility into the Bristol site. The expansion is scheduled to take twelve to
eighteen months to complete. At the
completion of this phase, the Bristol
plant will house three solvent and
aqueous coating lines, two with in-line
laminating capability and two with UV
coating capability, two vacuum metallizers, three slitter rewinders, one dry
laminator and a pilot coating/ laminatNo.213
ing line.

Displacement guide

Avery Dennison

The new RDG Displacement Guide from
Coast Controls is powered by Coast’s AllAir control system. With no electricity or
electronic components to contend with,
the guide consistently operates effectively and efﬁciently in dusty (even dirty)
production conditions, says the manufacturer.
A new Outboard Sensor Adjustment
provides easy access to the sensor when
repositioning is necessary.
No.215

OPS shrink ﬁlm

e

Rohm and Haas
Price increase

Rohm and Haas Company has
announced a general price increase for
all its adhesives and related products
sold in Europe, Middle East and Africa to
the packaging and converting , construction, transportation and pressure
sensitive industries. The increase, which
ranges from 5 to 20 percent depending
on the product, will take effect on March
1, 2003 or as contracts allow.
This increase is driven by escalation
in the costs of raw materials and energy,
increasing costs related to regulatory

e

Rid-der Data
Service
Flame retardent

Rid-der Data Service based in
Rotterdam, The Netherlands, informs
L&L that it has jointly developed a polyester fabric, NCP001, used as label
material for thermal transfer printing in
automotive applications such as seat
belts, seat covers and airbag indicators.
It has been approved by major safety
systems and seat manufacturers for two
years. NCP001 is certiﬁed FMVSS 302
material, delivered under ISO 9001,
9002 conditions. It is recognized as a
non-hazardous material and contains no
bromide.
No.216
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Cheshire
Engraving
Laser engraver

UK-based Cheshire Engraving has purchased a Meridian Hercules twin laser
anilox system, which offers both Yag and

Avery Dennison Corporation has added
OPS (oriented polystyrene) Shrink Film
to its Fasson Rapid-Roll product line.
These transparent, oriented polystyrene
ﬁlms are reverse printable and used for
product decoration in medium shrink
applications.
Narrow-web converters can now select
from CD Shrink OPS 45 or CD Shrink
OPS 55 products. These shrink ﬁlm
products offer excellent contoured
package decoration with 360-degree
printability, says Avery. They maintain a
high degree of shrinkage in the transverse or cross directions making it ideal
for shrink sleeve and tamper-evident
applications. OPS photoluminescence
Shrink Film products are available upon
request providing a luminescence effect
when stimulated.
No.218
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SATO
RFID kit

SATO America, Inc., has launched an
RFID kit for the SATO CL408e (2) and
CL412e (2) printers. The RFID Kit is
compatible with CL408e and CL412e
printers with serial numbers higher than
20390000. The SATO RFID Kit offers a
convenient and inexpensive way toproduce labels and tags with RFID
capability. Utilizing high frequency chips
embedded in the labels, the RFID Kit
enables the appropriate printers to print
on the label and program the chip inside
No.219
the label simultaneously.

Labels on-line: www.labelsandlabelling.com

e

After two decades as the sharpest
operators in the labelling die industry
Holfeld Tool & Die Ltd have good
reason to celebrate. Join us at
www.htd.ie for the full story.

Johnstown Ave., Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel:INT+353+1 2857002 Fax:INT+353+1 2851077 ISDN:INT+353+1 2024060
email:holfeldtool@eircom.net www.htd.ie
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REGISTER CONTROL
Systems with
DIFFERENTIAL PHASE-SHIFTERS

REDEX

Keep your Web
under control !
MEROBEL
DGT 2000

TENSION CONTROL
Systems with
EMP BRAKES and CLUTCHES
NEW !
Full
control
by PC
software

- Complete customization of any application
with Windows based PC Software
- Unlimited job memory by software
- Advanced regulation capabilities
- Advanced troubleshooting feature by real
time data recording

Redex-Merobel
+33 2 38 94 42 44
Andantex USA
1-800-713-6170
Andantex-Kinematic +44 2476 307722
Andantex SpA
+39 02 92 17 091

www.merobel.com
www.andantex.com
www.andantex-kinematic.com
www.andantex.it
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CALEIDOS

Gec-appeal.

Printable
Facestock for
Pressure
Sensitive
Label Markets
Electronic Printing Films
• Broad Range Print Capability
• Designed for use in: Thermal Transfer,
Laser, Dot Matrix, Flexographic, Screen,
Offset, and Letterpress

It's hard to resist the
seductive charm
of

an

tional

internaexhibition

that has been attracting

DUN-GUARD® Security Films
• Durable
• Print Compatible
• Tamper and AlterationResistant
• Void and Special Patterns

attention since 1959.
Gec 2003 is a comprehensive exhibition of major
technology for the worlds of communications, press,
cardboard converting and converting.
The secret of its attraction lies in 1,000 different
companies, spread out through 7 halls, ready to share
with you their latest business ideas and innovations
that will drive the market.
You could call it fatal attraction…

Capabilities
• 72” Finished Web Width
• Aqueous, Solvent and UV Cure
• Clean Room Facility
• Contract Coating and Laminating
• Direct & Reverse Gravure, Mayer Rod,
Reverse Roll and Slot Die
• Film Dyeing
• Thin Film Capabilities
• Vacuum Metallizing
• Variety of Substrates
DUN-QUICK® Delivery Program

DUNMORE Has the Answers
for All Your Label
Facestock Requirements
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF TECHNOLOGIES
FOR THE GRAPHIC ARTS, PUBLISHING,
PAPER AND CONVERTING INDUSTRIES

Fiera Milano,
6-10 June 2003, Milan, Italy
Opening hours from 10.00 am to 6.00 pm
Entrances: Porta Scarampo, Porta Eginardo
On Saturday 7 June also through
Porta Teodorico

www.gecmilano.com
Preregister and avoid the queues.

For more information,
please call Mike MacDonald at:
®

Corporation

145 Wharton Road
Bristol, PA 19007
Toll Free: 1-800-444-0242
Tel: (215) 781-8895
Fax: (215) 781-9293
E-Mail: mike.macdonald@dunmore.com
Website: www.dunmore.com

For further information please contact: OTSA - Mr. Michael Ryan - London - UK
Tel. +44 (0)20 78863103 - Fax +44 (0)20 78863101 - e-mail: michael.ryan@montex.co.uk
Centrexpo spa - corso Sempione 4 - 20154 Milano - Italy
tel +39 023191091 - fax +39 02341677 - e-mail: centrexp@acimga.it
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26 March, 2003, Broadview, IL, USA
DiTrolio Flexographic Institute, Third
Annual Open House

27 March, 2003, Skokie, IL
ABC's of IML: A Basic Course

Tel: 708-343-4334,
Fax: 708-343-4344
Email: ﬂexotraining@ﬂexotraining.com

This seminar is an introductory in-mold labeling (IML) course
designed for those considering entry into the IML market as well
as a refresher course for more experienced current participants
in the ﬁeld. The seminar, updated yearly, provides a basic grounding in in-mold labeling as well as the fundamentals of extrusion
blow molding, injection IML, the in-mold process, production of
in-mold labels, current markets and future growth opportunities.
The seminar was recently expanded beyond packaging to include
in-mold decoration of durable products.

12 March, 2003, Cincinnati, Ohio
Comco Cut-N-Stack Flexo Focus
Educator Seminar

For additional details contact Ronald Schultz at RBS
Technologies, Inc. by phone to +1(480) 473-0301,
FAX to +1(480) 473-0456 or e-mail to info@rbstechnologies.com.

Have you ever wondered about tax incentives, grants and
other government beneﬁts and how they apply to your business? We have brought together the professionals to answer
your questions. Speakers include Vincent DiTrolio, DFI, Tom
Tyndall, Mark Andy, Suzanne Zaccone, Graphic Solutions.

Held at the Comco Advanced Training and Technology Center,
the Cut-N-Stack Flexo Focus Educator Seminar will cover market
information and the trends in the Cut-N-Stack arena. The
seminar will provide an in-depth look at traditional wrap-around
cut-n-stack labels as well as both cut-n-stack shrink and new
developments in wrap-around roll fed labeling markets and technology. The day's event will take converters and end users
through existing and potential cut-n-stack markets, the ﬁlm
materials for these markets, printing and converting of cut-nstack applications and the ﬁnal application of labels to a ﬁnished
package.
For full program details, visit www.comcointl.com or
contact Julie Martin at 800-UVFLEXO.

14-17 May, 2003, Las Vegas
Printcafe's 4th Annual Users'
Conference, Connect 2003
Connect 2003, Printcafe's fourth annual gathering of customers,
industry opinion leaders and Printcafe staff, is designed to
provide Printcafe customers with the answers they need to better
leverage their information technology to improve proﬁtability
and gain a competitive advantage. With sessions for both executive management and system users, the conference covers the
latest technologies, industry trends, and solutions to help users
get more out of their existing software. More than one hundred
Printcafe technical, development, training, and customer service
personnel will lead the conference, armed with years of experience in the printing industry and success stories to share with
attendees.
Online registration is now available at

Looking for a new
revenue and
profit opportunity?
• With excellent margins
market sector
• InWithgrowing
established
distribution
• Only limited competition
•
Produce printed
sticky notes for the
promotional
products market
We’ll show you how
Contact: Thorsten.Koehler@printinform.com
Te l 0049 4191 9509 25
Fax 0049 4191 9509 96

www.printcafe.com/connect2003
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Michael Knight
Picon Chairman
Knight Organisation chairman Michael Knight is the new chairman of the Picon Council. He succeeds Tim Webb in the post,
which brings with it a two-year tenure as head of the governing
body of the leading UK supplier organisation, and owners of
IPEX.
Dan Charney
Direct Recruiters
Director of the Material Handling & Packaging Division.
Charney will spearhead all search efforts in these areas.
Max Price
Water Ink Technologies
Technical sales staff.
Price will provide sales and technical support for
Water Ink's complete line of 'Safer' UV and waterbased ﬂexo products.
Steve Yurich
Effective March 28, 2003, Yurich will become CEO of
Mitsubishi Polyester Film Group (MPF).
Yurich is currently president & COO of Mitsubishi Polyester
Film , LLC and will continue to serve in that capacity. He will
be replacing Kosuke Kanaya, who has announced his
retirement from MPF. Yurich will oversee Mitsubishi's global
polyester ﬁlm business.
Mario Leonardelli
Enercon
Vice-president Engineering
In his new position Leonardelli will guide
Enercon's engineering team in developing
solutions to meet the requirements of end

users while seamlessly integrating Enercon equipment into
OEM equipment.
Brian Ivens
Arpeco Engineering Limited
Manager - marketing and sales support,
ﬁnishing equipment.
He's back, previously with Arpeco from 1977
to 1993.
Ivens says, 'It is great to be back with such
nice people and it is a bonus to be part of
such a strong technical group.'
Fred E. Zinnbauer
Arpeco Engineering Ltd.
Fred will be responsible for sales of Arpeco's Cartonmaster
System printing press and new Injector System for die cutting,
creasing, and embossing and stripping of cartonboard.
Robert Saari
Contract Converting
Plant manager
Saari has bottom-line production
operations responsibility for the
company’s Roll Express™ program,
which offers 24-hour slit-to-order tag and
label materials to the narrow web industry, and custom converting, which serves leading paper and
ﬁlm manufacturers with outsourced slitting, packaging and
distribution services.

Born to Soldier
When L&L founder Mike Fairley came across an old wooden
trunk containing dozens of faded photographs, dusty diaries
and exercise books of handwritten notes, he little realised he
would end up writing an exhilarating autobiography on his
grandfather's life and army career, and also on the background
history of ﬁve family generations of career soldiers.
Mike's newly published book incorporates army and other
photographs dating back to 1869 - over ﬁve generations of soldiers, who between them participated in seven wars dating
back to Napoleonic times and ending with World War II. All sur-

vived into old age.
Family members saw action in the Crimean and New
Zealand Wars, and there is a particularly vivid account of the
brutal conﬂict in South Africa during the Boer War from Mike's
grandfather's diaries. He ended up ﬁghting in World War I in
France and Salonika from 1914 to 1918.
The book - Born to Soldier by Michael Fairley is published by
Mifair Publishing at £11.95 (US$18.65) and is available
through www.militaryhistorybooks.com, 27 High Street, Hythe,
Kent (Tel: 01303 237 883).

all you need to know
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bottling,

24th– 27th September 2003
Parc des Expositions, Brussels
packaging

& canning

europe 03
BPC 2003, at the Parc des Expositions, Brussels, is set
to become the complete European event for the filling,
decorating and packaging of bottles and cans.
●

The event will draw thousands of European decision makers
including end users from market sectors including beverages,
food, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, toiletries, and DIY.

the complete
european event for
the filling, decorating
and packaging of
bottles and cans

●

BPC 2003 is co-located with Labelexpo Europe, the
leading label and narrow web show, delivering a combined
audience of 20,000 visitors looking for new product
decorating solutions.
●

Brussels is at the heart of Europe and is a key exhibiting
location, enjoying excellent transport links with easy access
by air, train or car, for both exhibitors and visitors.

To make sure you don’t miss out, contact
Lisa Milburn today on:
T: +44 (0)20 8846 2740
E: lmilburn@bpc2003.com
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F: +44 (0)20 8846 2801
www.bpc2003.com

Access to a searchable PDF archive of
Labels & Labelling International and
Asia Paciﬁc magazines.

Easier navigation to Labelexpo Americas,
Asia, Europe & China show sites each with
interactive ﬂoorplans and in-depth
information on exhibitors’ products

Free access to the industry’s most
comprehensive global directory, listing
hundreds of suppliers of everything from
presses and converting systems to inks,
plates, dies and substrates.

Post technical questions and share
opinions with the global narrow web
converting industry through the new, more
user-friendly discussion forum.

e
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Information on upcoming conferences
organised by Labels & Labelling and the
Tarsus Group in the labels, RFID and
security sectors

Noticeboard to place
adverts to buy or sell used
printing and converting
machinery

Database of latest career
opportunities in the global
narrow web industry

Sales contact: Tim Gordon tgordon@worldoﬂabels.com
Tel:+44 (0)20 88462818

World Wide Sales: Tim
Tel: +44 (0)20 8846 2818
E-mail: tgordon@tarsus.co.uk

www.worldoflabels.com

Avery Dennison
Adhesives & Materials
www.fasson.com

GRE Enineering Products
Suppliers of Label Printers
www.gre.ch

CPFilms
Precision Coated Films
www.cpfilms.com

Holographic Label Converting
Fully integrated holographic
label manufacturer utilizing
rotary color presses
www.hlc.cc

Focus Label Machinery Ltd
Label Presses
www.focuslabel.com

Keene Technology Inc
Splicing & Rewinding Equipment
www.keenetech.com

Production Equipment for ...
Smart Label (RFID)
Smart Ticket (e-ticket)
www.melzergmbh.com

Prati
Label Inspection Machines
www.praticompany.com

Raflatac
Label Films & Papers
www.raflatac.com

Ritrama (UK) Ltd
Self Adhesive Label Materials
www.ritrama.com

Roll Cover Italiana S R L
Self-adhesive film
www.Rollcover.it

Rotoflex International
Slitting, Rewinding & Inspection
Machinery
www.rotoflex.com

Global Vision
Computer vision and quality
control inspection systems
www.globalvisioninc.com

Labels & Labelling
Essential Guide to Labels &
Label Printing
www.Labelsandlabelling.com

Remedies & Results
Printing & Print Management
Consultants
www.remediesandresults.com.au

World of Labels
Online Industry Directory
www.worldoflabels.com

Doctor Blades

Adhesive Testers

1661 Northrock Ct.
Rockford, IL 61103
Max Daetwyler Corporation
13420 Reese Boulevard West
Huntersville, North Carolina 28078
www.daetwyler.com
email:mdcusa@daetwyler.com
Tel:(704) 875 1200
Fax:(704) 875 0781

Plates

OHKA EUROPE LTD.
tok Miraclon
Rigilon
For more information please call or fax us:
Tel: +31 (0)55-533.0001
Fax: +31 (0)55-534.1405

Plate Mounting Equipment

Tel: 781 834 3063
Fax: 781 834 3064

Imass Inc.
P.O. Box 134 Accord (Hingham)
MA 02018-0134 U.S.A.
http://www.imass.com

Complete Line of
Adhesion Test Instruments

Adhesion, Release, Tack &
Shear Testers, Lab Coaters,
Laminators, Test Panels etc.
Agents for ChemInstruments
Adhesive Technical
Services Ltd (UK)
Tel - 00 44 1708 867355
Fax - 00 44 1708 869804
www.adhtechnical.com

ChemInstruments
Part of the

Chemsultants
International

Network

Fax:001.513.860.1597

www.cheminstruments.com

Brakes & Clutches

P O Box 110
Hartland WI 53029 USA
Tel: 262-367-3060
Toll-free: 888-745-5276
Fax: 262-367-3206
www.pillartech.com
E-mail: sales@pillartech.com

Core Cutters

PORTLAND STREET, BURY, LANCASHIRE BL9 6EY, UK
SALES@PARKLAND-INTERNATIONAL.COM
WWW.PARKLAND-INTERNATIONAL.COM

TEL: +44 (0)161 762 9737
FAX: +44 (0)161 762 9738

The World Leader in Test
Instruments for Adhesives

Tel:001.513.860.1598

J. M. Heaford Limited, Unit 9, Century
Park, Paciﬁc Road, Altrincham,
Cheshire, England, WA14 5BJ.
Tel: +44 (0)161 928 5679
Fax: +44 (0)161 927 7517
Email: sales@jmheaford.co.uk
Web Site: www.jmheaford.co.uk

Tel: 815 654 4800
Fax: 815 654 4810
Email: sales@martinauto.com
www.martinauto.com

Compact, completely unitized
NARROW WEB CORONA TREATERS
that adapt to most any press conﬁguration.
OEM recognized and approved.

Elite Cameron Inc.
121 New England Avenue
Piscataway, NJ 08854-4152
Tel: (1) 732-627-0400
Fax: (1) 732-627-0111
Email: sales@elitecameroninc.com
www.elitecameron.com
USA
Elite Cameron Ltd.
Albemarle Road
Taunton
Somerset TA1 1BE, UK
Tel: +44(0) 1823 283411
Fax: +44(0) 1823 251095
Email: sales@elitecameron.com
www.elitecameron.com
UK

Fabriksvej 11, DK-6000 Kolding
Phone +45 7552 6133 - Fax +45 7552 6207
sales@vetaphone.com - www.vetaphone.com

Differential Shafts

Elite Cameron Inc.
121 New England Avenue
Piscataway, NJ 08854-4152
Tel: (1) 732-627-0400
Fax: (1) 732-627-0111
Email: sales@elitecameroninc.com
www.elitecameron.com
USA
Elite Cameron Ltd.
Albemarle Road
Taunton
Somerset TA1 1BE, UK
Tel: +44(0) 1823 283411
Fax: +44(0) 1823 251095
Email: sales@elitecameron.com
www.elitecameron.com
UK

Doctor Blades

Core Holders

Plate Mounting Tape

Edward Graphics Inc.
6391 Walmore Road
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
Tel: (800) 463-5396
Fax: (905) 791-3845
email: edwardgraphic@egs.com
Internet: www.egs.com

Edward Graphics Inc.
6391 Walmore Road
Niagara Falls, NY 14304
Tel: (800) 463-5396
Fax: (905) 791-3845
email: edwardgraphic@egs.com
Internet: www.egs.com

Adhesives & Coatings

The World Leader in Test
Instruments for Adhesives

Tension Controls and Readouts
Load Cells, Brakes and Clutches

Inspection Rewind Machines
Magnetic Power Systems, Inc.
1626 Manufacturer’s Drive
Fenton, MO 63026
Phone: (636) 343-5550
(800) MAGPOWR
624-7697
Fax:
(636) 326-0608
E-mail: magpowr@magpowr.com
Web Site: www.magpowr.com

ChemInstruments
Part of the

Chemsultants
International

Tel:001.513.860.1598

Network

Tidland Corporation
2305 SE 8th Avenue
Camas, WA 98607
Phone: (360) 834-2345
(800) 426-1000
Fax:
(360) 834-5865
E-mail: tidland@tidland.com
Web Site: www.tidland.com

Label Cores

www.cheminstruments.com

Corona Treatment

NORTHWEST
COATINGS CORP.

th

7221 S. 10 Street
Oak Creek, WI 53154
Tel: (414) 762-3330 Fax: (414) 762-9132
internet: www.northwestcoatings.com
Email: nwc@northwestcoatings.com

7095 Ordan Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada L5T IK6
Tel: (905) 564-5150
Fax: (905) 564-2943
email: sales@arpeco.com
website: www.arpeco.com

Butt Splicers

Fax:001.513.860.1597

•UV Laminating Adhesives
•UV Pressure Sensitive Adhesives
•UV Topcoats
•UV Release Coatings

®

Air Shafts and Chucks
Slitting Components and Systems

14357 Commercial Pkwy,
South Beloit, IL 61080, USA
Phone: (815) 624-8989
Fax: (815) 624-4223
email: info@keenetech.com
www.keenetech.com

CORONA TREATERS
GASFLAME TREATERS
TESTING INKS
ARCOTEC GMBH
D-71927 Mönsheim
Rotweg 25 P.O.Box 1138
Tel: 07044/9212-0 Fax: 07044/921212
www.arcotec.com info@arcotec.com

Turret Rewinders

1661 Northrock Ct.
Rockford, IL 61103
Tel: 815 654 4800
Fax: 815 654 4810
Email: sales@martinauto.com
www.martinauto.com

SOLE U.K.
& EIRE AGENTS
FOR...

Web Tension Control

14357 Commercial Pkwy,
South Beloit, IL 61080, USA
Phone: (815) 624-8989
Fax: (815) 624-4223
email: info@keenetech.com
www.keenetech.com
Web Guiding and Inspection Systems

Web Cleaning

Erhardt + Leimer GmbH
Postfach 10 15 40
D-86136 Augsburg
Germany
Tel: +49-821-2435-0
Fax: +49-821-2435-100
http://www.erhardt-leimer.com

Automatic
Turret
Rewinders
Gluless and Coreless
Systems

Southback Lane, Bridlington,
E. Yorks YO16 4PP
Tel: 01262 671138
Fax: 01262 677009
Email: Info@ab-graphic.com
www.ab-graphic.com
USA Enquiries: Burton Group Inc
East coast - Tel 888.666.3494
West coast - 714.385.1791
All other Overseas Enquiries:

Omega:+44 (0) 1262 678161
Vectra: +44 (0) 1377 217143

Tension Controls and Readouts
Load Cells, Brakes and Clutches

Web Guide Tension

Magnetic Power Systems, Inc.
1626 Manufacturer’s Drive
Fenton, MO 63026
Phone: (636) 343-5550
(800) MAGPOWR
624-7697
Fax:
(636) 326-0608
E-mail: magpowr@magpowr.com
Web Site: www.magpowr.com

1661 Northrock Ct.
Rockford, IL 61103
Corona Treaters ● Video Inspection ●
Plate Mounters ● Static Elimination ● Flexo Sleeves

Inspection
Slitting
Rewinding
Converting

Fife Corporation
222 West Memorial Road
Oklahoma City, OK 73126
Phone: (405) 755-1600
(800) 639-3433
Fax:
(405) 755-8425
E-mail: ﬁfe@ﬁfe.com
Web Site: www.ﬁfe.com

Web Cleaning Systems
12-14 Dinan Way Ind Est
t. +44 (0) 1395 227334
Dinan Way
f. +44 (0) 1395 227335
Exmouth
ashcroft@vetaphone.com
Devon
EX8 4EZ

Zero-Defects Production
Strategy For Cleaning
Web Substrates

Tel: 815 654 4800
Fax: 815 654 4810
Email: sales@martinauto.com
www.martinauto.com
Web Inspection & Measurement

Dies Rotary Fully Hardened

Erhardt + Leimer GmbH
Postfach 10 15 40
D-86136 Augsburg
Germany
Tel: +49-821-2435-0
Fax: +49-821-2435-100
http://www.erhardt-leimer.com

683 Airport Blvd
Ann Arbor, MI
Tel: 734-214-9903
Fax: 734-214-9906
2683 Rowel St. Lazaer
Quebec, Canada
Tel: 800-818-7298
Fax: 450-458-8819
Quality & Experience
Make the Difference

Erhardt + Leimer GmbH
Postfach 10 15 40
D-86136 Augsburg
Germany
Tel: +49-821-2435-0
Fax: +49-821-2435-100
http://www.erhardt-leimer.com

3870 Lakeﬁeld Drive
Suwanee, Georgia 30024
Tel: (770) 623-6111
(800) 554-4015
fax (770) 623.5999

Flexible Dies & Magnetic
Cylinders

Solve your die cutting problems!
- just in time
Web Guiding and Inspection Systems
Fife Corporation
222 West Memorial Road
Oklahoma City, OK 73126
Phone: (405) 755-1600
(800) 639-3433
Fax:
(405) 755-8425
E-mail: ﬁfe@ﬁfe.com
Web Site: www.ﬁfe.com

The Die Manufacturers

®

Electro Optic Werkzeugtechnik
GmbH, Am Neubruch 8, D-85055
Ingolstadt
Phone: + 49 841 90 160 0
Fax: +49 841 90 160 21
INFO@ELECTRO-OPTIC.DE
WWW.ELECTRO-OPTIC.DE

Web Guiding
Email: post@futec.co.uk
Website: www.futec.co.uk
Manufactures of Daco Automatic
Turret Rewinders And Daco
Slitter Rewind Machines
86, Chester Avenue, Beverley
East Yorkshire HU17 8UX
Tel: +44 01482 882764
Fax: +44 01482 880942
E-mail: info@daco-solutions.com

REVOLUTIONISING THE INSPECTION
PROCESS
Erhardt + Leimer GmbH
Postfach 10 15 40
D-86136 Augsburg
Germany
Tel: +49-821-2435-0
Fax: +49-821-2435-100
http://www.erhardt-leimer.com

Unit 6, Progression Centre,
Mark Road, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP2 7DW
Tel: +44 (0)1442 241700
Fax: +44 (0)1442 266528
AUTOMATIC DEFECT
DETECTION SYSTEMS

World Wide
Enquires
Contact Tim at
tgordon@worldoﬂabels.com

Turret Rewinders

1661 Northrock Ct.
Rockford, IL 61103
Tel: 815 654 4800
Fax: 815 654 4810
Email: sales@martinauto.com
www.martinauto.com

SOLE U.K.
& EIRE AGENTS
FOR...

Web Tension Control

14357 Commercial Pkwy,
South Beloit, IL 61080, USA
Phone: (815) 624-8989
Fax: (815) 624-4223
email: info@keenetech.com
www.keenetech.com
Web Guiding and Inspection Systems

Web Cleaning

Erhardt + Leimer GmbH
Postfach 10 15 40
D-86136 Augsburg
Germany
Tel: +49-821-2435-0
Fax: +49-821-2435-100
http://www.erhardt-leimer.com

Automatic
Turret
Rewinders
Gluless and Coreless
Systems

Southback Lane, Bridlington,
E. Yorks YO16 4PP
Tel: 01262 671138
Fax: 01262 677009
Email: Info@ab-graphic.com
www.ab-graphic.com
USA Enquiries: Burton Group Inc
East coast - Tel 888.666.3494
West coast - 714.385.1791
All other Overseas Enquiries:

Omega:+44 (0) 1262 678161
Vectra: +44 (0) 1377 217143

Tension Controls and Readouts
Load Cells, Brakes and Clutches

Web Guide Tension

Magnetic Power Systems, Inc.
1626 Manufacturer’s Drive
Fenton, MO 63026
Phone: (636) 343-5550
(800) MAGPOWR
624-7697
Fax:
(636) 326-0608
E-mail: magpowr@magpowr.com
Web Site: www.magpowr.com

1661 Northrock Ct.
Rockford, IL 61103
Corona Treaters ● Video Inspection ●
Plate Mounters ● Static Elimination ● Flexo Sleeves

Inspection
Slitting
Rewinding
Converting

Fife Corporation
222 West Memorial Road
Oklahoma City, OK 73126
Phone: (405) 755-1600
(800) 639-3433
Fax:
(405) 755-8425
E-mail: ﬁfe@ﬁfe.com
Web Site: www.ﬁfe.com

Web Cleaning Systems
12-14 Dinan Way Ind Est
t. +44 (0) 1395 227334
Dinan Way
f. +44 (0) 1395 227335
Exmouth
ashcroft@vetaphone.com
Devon
EX8 4EZ

Zero-Defects Production
Strategy For Cleaning
Web Substrates

Tel: 815 654 4800
Fax: 815 654 4810
Email: sales@martinauto.com
www.martinauto.com
Web Inspection & Measurement

Dies Rotary Fully Hardened

Erhardt + Leimer GmbH
Postfach 10 15 40
D-86136 Augsburg
Germany
Tel: +49-821-2435-0
Fax: +49-821-2435-100
http://www.erhardt-leimer.com

683 Airport Blvd
Ann Arbor, MI
Tel: 734-214-9903
Fax: 734-214-9906
2683 Rowel St. Lazaer
Quebec, Canada
Tel: 800-818-7298
Fax: 450-458-8819
Quality & Experience
Make the Difference

Erhardt + Leimer GmbH
Postfach 10 15 40
D-86136 Augsburg
Germany
Tel: +49-821-2435-0
Fax: +49-821-2435-100
http://www.erhardt-leimer.com

3870 Lakeﬁeld Drive
Suwanee, Georgia 30024
Tel: (770) 623-6111
(800) 554-4015
fax (770) 623.5999

Flexible Dies & Magnetic
Cylinders

Solve your die cutting problems!
- just in time
Web Guiding and Inspection Systems
Fife Corporation
222 West Memorial Road
Oklahoma City, OK 73126
Phone: (405) 755-1600
(800) 639-3433
Fax:
(405) 755-8425
E-mail: ﬁfe@ﬁfe.com
Web Site: www.ﬁfe.com

The Die Manufacturers

®

Electro Optic Werkzeugtechnik
GmbH, Am Neubruch 8, D-85055
Ingolstadt
Phone: + 49 841 90 160 0
Fax: +49 841 90 160 21
INFO@ELECTRO-OPTIC.DE
WWW.ELECTRO-OPTIC.DE

Web Guiding
Email: post@futec.co.uk
Website: www.futec.co.uk
Manufactures of Daco Automatic
Turret Rewinders And Daco
Slitter Rewind Machines
86, Chester Avenue, Beverley
East Yorkshire HU17 8UX
Tel: +44 01482 882764
Fax: +44 01482 880942
E-mail: info@daco-solutions.com

REVOLUTIONISING THE INSPECTION
PROCESS
Erhardt + Leimer GmbH
Postfach 10 15 40
D-86136 Augsburg
Germany
Tel: +49-821-2435-0
Fax: +49-821-2435-100
http://www.erhardt-leimer.com

Unit 6, Progression Centre,
Mark Road, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP2 7DW
Tel: +44 (0)1442 241700
Fax: +44 (0)1442 266528
AUTOMATIC DEFECT
DETECTION SYSTEMS

World Wide
Enquires
Contact Tim at
tgordon@worldoﬂabels.com

Rotary Punch Tooling
& Die-Cutting
Modules

The market's most comprehensive range of
printing inks for self-adhesive labels and other
products produced on narrow web presses

API Coated Products Ltd
Speciality
Siliconised
Solutions

Release Films & Papers
Tel: +44 (0) 1242 512345
Fax: +44 (0) 1242 576644
Email: Sales@api-cop.com

Website: www.aninks.com
Email: info@narrowweb.aninks.com

Tools & Production Inc.
4924 North Encinita Ave.
Temple City, CA
U.S.A. 91780-3799

Tel (626)286-0213
Fax (626)286-3398
E-Mail info@toolsandproduction.com
www.toolsandproduction.com

UK Agent: Rotary Systems
Tel +44 (0) 1270 879444
Rotary Label Cutting Dies

Fax +44 (0) 1270 879445
E-Mail sales@rotarysystems.co.uk
www.rotarysystems.co.uk

Drying Systems

A & M FOR
ROTARY
FAST, SENSIBLY PRICED,
QUALITY RECUTS
FULL REPAIR &
REFURBISHMENT SERVICE
ROATRY CUTTERS
PRINT CYLINDERS
GEARS HARDENED CUTTERS
AVILS ETC.

website www.amrotary.com
e-mail am@rotary.fsbusiness.co.uk

®

Eltosch Torsten Schmidt GmbH
Niendorfer
strasse
181
22848 Nordersterd (Germany)
Phone: + 49 40 - 84 00 07 - 0
Fax: + 49 40 - 84 00 07 - 20
Phone UK : + 44 1235 - 22 72 48
Phone USA: + 001 262-790 9100
Internet:
http://www.eltosch.de
e-mail:
information@eltosch.de

International
Tel: + 46 410 592 00
Fax: + 46 410 416 30

Malaysia
Tel: + 60 3 8024 6911
Fax: + 60 3 8024 6933

Brazil
Tel: + 55 41 272 53 88
Fax: + 55 41 272 57 65

Netherlands
Tel: + 31 570 62 21 44
Fax: + 31 570 62 27 56

China
Tel: + 86 21 64 95 12 57
Fax: + 86 21 64 95 69 62

Poland
Tel: + 48 22 678 30 05
Fax: + 48 22 678 35 10

France
Tel: +33 3 80 54 21 46
Fax: +33 3 80 54 21 86

Russia
Tel: + 7 095 775 1760
Fax: + 7 095 775 1761

Germany, Essen
Tel: + 49 201 2 89670
Fax: + 49 201 2 896720

South Africa
Tel: + 27 11 805 68 76
Fax: + 27 11 805 68 71

Germany, Stuttgart
Tel: + 49 711 72 72 306
Fax: + 49 711 72 72 30 70

Switzerland
Tel: + 41 34 428 25 25
Fax: + 41 34 428 25 20

Hungary
Tel: +36 49 32 14 57
Fax: + 36 49 32 23 18

Turkey
Tel: + 90 212 426 37 00
Fax: + 90 212 426 37 09

Ireland
Tel: + 353 1 460 43 53
Fax: + 353 1 460 43 62

United Kingdom
Tel: + 44 161 776 76 00
Fax: + 44 161 776 76 11

Italy
Tel: + 39 0331 47 76 11
Fax: + 39 0331 47 76 66

USA
Tel: + 1 763 559 59 11
Fax: + 1 763 559 02 43

High-Tech Dryer Systems

Unit 8, Wheatear
Industrial Estate East,
Perry Road, Wiltham,
Essex CM8 3YY
Tel: 01376 515600
Fax: 01376 513502

Label Printing Inks & UV
Varnishes

Screen Printing Inks &
Technology
Stork Screens B.V.,
P.O. Box 67,
5830 AB Boxmeer,
The Netherlands.
Tel: +31(0)485-599570
Fax: +31(0)485-572282
Email: stork.narrowweb@stork.com
Internet: www.storknarrowweb.com

HOLFELD
Tool & Die Ltd.
Head Ofﬁce: Johnstown Avenue,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel: +353 1 2857002
Fax: +353 1 2851077
ISDN: +353 1 2024060

UV Screen
Printing inks
for Label
Printers
Supplied for the UK by:
Kaye-Dee Marking Solutions Ltd,
Stamford St, Newhall Trd Est, Shefﬁeld S9 2TX
Tel: 0114 2560222 Fax: 0114 2560019
E-Mail: info@kayedee.co.uk

SCHOBER GMBH
WERKZEUG-UND
MASCHINEBAU
Industriestraße 2
D-71735 Eberdingen
Germany

Tel: +70 42/7 90-0
Fax: +70 42/70-07

email:contact@schobergmbh.de
http://www.schober-gmbh.de

UV Curing Equipment

Rotary Punching Units & Tools

REPLACEMENT
UV LAMPS

PRIME UV
SCHOBER GMBH
WERKZEUG-UND
MASCHINEBAU
Industriestraße 2
D-71735 Eberdingen
Germany

Tel: +70 42/7 90-0
Fax: +70 42/70-07

email:contact@schobergmbh.de
http://www.schober-gmbh.de

416 Mission Street
Carol Stream, IL 60188
Phone: (630) 681-2100
Fax: (630) 681-0022
www.primeuv.com
email: sales@primeuv.com

Specialist ink manufacture
Queensbridge Ind. Estate
795 London Road
West Thurrock
Essex
RM20 3LH
Tel: 01708 899091
Fax: 01708 899092

UV SYSTEMS AND REPLACEMENT LAMPS

Tel. +49 (0)89-85 60 80
Fax +49 (0)89-85 608-148
E-Mail uv@hoenle.de • www.hoenle.de

Rotary Punch Tooling
& Die-Cutting
Modules

The market's most comprehensive range of
printing inks for self-adhesive labels and other
products produced on narrow web presses
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Solutions

Release Films & Papers
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Fax: +44 (0) 1242 576644
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Tools & Production Inc.
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www.toolsandproduction.com

UK Agent: Rotary Systems
Tel +44 (0) 1270 879444
Rotary Label Cutting Dies

Fax +44 (0) 1270 879445
E-Mail sales@rotarysystems.co.uk
www.rotarysystems.co.uk

Drying Systems
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®
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Label Printing Inks & UV
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UV Screen
Printing inks
for Label
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UV Curing Equipment

Rotary Punching Units & Tools

REPLACEMENT
UV LAMPS

PRIME UV
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Industriestraße 2
D-71735 Eberdingen
Germany
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416 Mission Street
Carol Stream, IL 60188
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Fax: (630) 681-0022
www.primeuv.com
email: sales@primeuv.com

Specialist ink manufacture
Queensbridge Ind. Estate
795 London Road
West Thurrock
Essex
RM20 3LH
Tel: 01708 899091
Fax: 01708 899092

UV SYSTEMS AND REPLACEMENT LAMPS

Tel. +49 (0)89-85 60 80
Fax +49 (0)89-85 608-148
E-Mail uv@hoenle.de • www.hoenle.de

Nordson UV Ltd

Label Dispensers

816 Leigh Road
Slough
Berkshire
SL1 4BD, UK.

Tel: +44 (0)1753 558000
Fax:+44 (0)1753 558100
Email: sales@nordson-uv.com

UV Curing systems
Cold-UV installations

Pinewood Label Systems Limited
Terminal House, Station Approach,
Shepperton, Middlesex
TW17 8AS England
Tel: +44 (0)1932-243724
Fax: +44 (0)1932-246632
Internet:http.//www.pinewoodlabels.com/
Email: sales@pinewoodlabels.com

Labelling, Die-cutting,
Hotfoils, Security and
Integrated Label & Card
Equipment

uviterno ag

Colour Ribbons Ltd

Holmﬁeld House,
Holdsworth Road,
Holmﬁeld,
Halifax,
HX3 6SN
Tel: +44 (0)1422 231100
Fax: +44 (0)1422 231101
email: sales@colour-ribbons.com

Colour Ribbons (Thailand) Ltd
211/4 Laem Chabang Industrial
Estate (EPZ II)
Moo 3, Tungsukhla District
Sriracha, Chonburi 20230
Thailand
Tel: +66 (38) 493604-5
Fax: +66 (38) 493606
e-mail: crthai@loxinfo.co.th

Holographic Film Products

Holographic packaging ﬁlms and glitter
5405 Jandy Place Los Angeles, CA 90066
Phone:(310)822-2400 Fax: (310)822-2660
Toll Free:(888)44-COLOR
www.spectratek.net

Films: Polyester

Colour Ribbons (USA) Ltd

Musterplatzstrasse 3
CH-9442 Berneck
Tel: +41 (0) 71 747 41 51
Fax: +41 (0) 71 747 41 61
E-Mail: uviterno@openofﬁce.ch
http://www.uviterno.com

PO Box 1404
Mooresville
North Carolina
NC28115
USA
Tel: (704) 799 1422
Fax: (704) 799 1587
e-mail: colourribbonsusa@aol.com

UV Lamps

The leading
manufacturer of
pressure-sensitive
ﬁlm solutions

Films: Mylar Polyester

North America
FLEXcon
Spencer, MA
Tel 508 885-8200
Fax 508 885-8400

Europe

The leading
manufacturer of
pressure-sensitive
ﬁlm solutions
Video Web x 100% Inspection
System

North America
FLEXcon
Spencer, MA
Tel 508 885-8200
Fax 508 885-8400

Europe

PRIME UV

Specialists in UV curing
technology since 1970
Tel: +44 (0)1753 558001
Fax: +44 (0)1753 558002
German freecall: 0800 774 6272
email: uv@primarc.com
web: www.primarc.com

UV CURING LAMPS

Primarc UV Technology

Latin America,
Asia-Paciﬁc,
Africa and
Middle East
FLEXcon International
Sales Ofﬁce
Spencer, MA
Tel 508 885-8200
Fax 508 885-8400

FLEXcon Glenrothes LTD
Fife, Scotland
Tel 44 1592 663200
Fax 44 1592 663201

REPLACEMENT
UV LAMPS
416 Mission Street
Carol Stream, IL 60188
Phone: (630) 681-2100
Fax: (630) 681-0022
www.primeuv.com
email: sales@primeuv.com

FLEXcon Glenrothes LTD
Fife, Scotland
Tel 44 1592 663200
Fax 44 1592 663201

Latin America,
Asia-Paciﬁc,
Africa and
Middle East
Fabric & Ribbon Materials

cole

FLEXcon International
Sales Ofﬁce
Spencer, MA
Tel 508 885-8200
Fax 508 885-8400

fabrics plc

Romandus House
Ludlow Hill Road
Tel : 0115 9235251
West Bridgford
Fax : 0115 9233274
Nottingham
NG2 6HF
info@colefabrics.com
Cole Fabrics ltd. sti.
Istoc Ticaret Merkezi
6 Ada No. 34
34550 Mahmutbey
Istanbul
Tel: +90 (0) 212 659 5256
Turkey
Fax: +90 (0) 212 659 5248

Label Films & Paper

Maintain
World-Class
Labeling
Solutions

Holograms

Nova Vision
Affordable holograms for security and
packaging applications.
FREE samples on your substrate.

www.novavisioninc.com
Phone (USA): +419-354-1427
Fax (USA): +419-353-7908

Avery Dennison Roll
Materials Europe
Lammenschansweg 140
P.O. Box 28
2300 AA Leiden
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 71 5794100
Fax: +31 71 5794180
www.europe.fassonjac.com

Fasson Roll N.A.
7670 Auburn Road
Painesville, OH 44077
United States
Tel: 800 944-8511
Fax: 800 543-6282
www.fasson.com
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"MANTER SELF ADHESIVE COLLECTION"
Manter is a leading company in Europe in the
self-adhesive sector, with a philosophy of speciality,
creativity and service that is unique in the market,
being today a clear point of reference for label
printers throughout the world. Exclusive face papers
and special ﬁlms, combinated with different acrylic
and hot-melt adhesives, with the most advanced
silicone backings.
MANTER: Josep Flores, 26 – 17840 Sarrià de Ter –
Girona (Spain) –
Tel: + 34 972 170 777 – Fax: + 34 972 170 780
e-mail: manter@manter.es –
web: www.fedrigoni.com
MANTER FRANCE, SARL: 4, rue Fouilloux - 94200
Ivry Sur Seine (France)
Tel: + 33 149 871 199 – Fax: + 33 146 704 573 e-mail: manter.france@wanadoo.fr
MANTER SALES DEPT. UK:
Tel: + 44 1604 820 372 – Fax: + 44 1604 820 375
e-mail: d_headland@manter.co.uk

BAKER
SELF ADHESIVE

SETTING
NEW
STANDARDS
Self-adhesive materials from

●

www.raﬂatac.com
Raﬂatac Oy,Tampere, Finland,
Tel. +358 (0)204 16 143
Raﬂatac Oy, Jyväskylä, Finland,
Tel. +358 (0)204 16 145
Raﬂatac Ltd., Scarborough, United Kingdom,
Tel. +44-(0)1723-583 661
Raﬂatac S.A., Pompey, France,
Tel. +33-3.83.92.54.54
Raﬂatac Produktions GmbH, Hirschhorn, Germany,
Tel. +49-6272-9233
Raﬂatac Ibérica S.A., Polinyà, Spain,
Tel. +34-93-713 1900
Raﬂatac South Africa (Pty.) Ltd., Natal, South Africa,
Tel. +27-31-700-5636
Raﬂatac Oceania Pty., Ltd., Melbourne,Australia,
Tel. +61-3-9239 3700
Raﬂatac (M) SDN. BHD., Johor,West Malaysia,
Tel. +60-7-255 1510
Raﬂatac (Shanghai), Co., Ltd., P. R. China,
Tel. +86-(0)21-6488 8822
Raﬂatac, Inc., Fletcher, USA
Tel. +1 828 651 4800

MATERIALS
www.bakermaterials.co.uk

Official
Stockist & Distributor

Tel: 020 8498 4904
Fax: 020 8523 3234
sales@bakermaterials.co.uk

In-Mould
Self-Adhesive
● Spot-Patch
● Wrap-Around
label applications.
●

37 Sutherland Road, London E17 6BH

• Stockists of Roll Label
Papers & Synthetics
• Masters & Slit Reels
• 24 hour service

Our label ﬁlms
offer the most
comprehensive
range of solutions
for

Ritrama (UK) Ltd
Lynwell Road
Lyntown Trading Estate
Eccles
Manchester M30 9QG
Tel.: +44 (0) 161-786 1750
Fax: +44 (0) 161-786 1751
e-mail: info@ritrama.co.uk
www.ritrama.co.uk
Ritrama SpA
Via della Guerrina, 108
20052 Monza
Milano
Italy
Tel.: +39-039 839 215
Fax: +39-039 834 718
e-mail: info@ritrama.it
www.ritrama.it

Ritrama SA
Avda, Castell Barbera, 30
Polig. Ind. Santiga
08210 Barbera del Valles
Spain
Tel.: +34-93-729 49 98
Fax: +34 93-729 04 31
e-mail: ritrama@ritrama.es

Trespaphan America, LLC.
101 Centre Port Drive Ste 210
Greensboro, NC 27409-9445, USA
Tel. 336-664-6212, Fax 336-664-6312
Trespaphan GmbH
Am Prime Parc 10
65479 Raunheim, Germany
Tel. +49 (0)6142-200-0
Fax +49 (0)6142-200-299

MSM

For a wide selection of A & B grade
material offcuts/ returns, etc,
- export only.
See Stock Offers on our
website: www.msm-paper.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1653 628575
Fax: +44 (0)1653 628582
E-mail: info@msm-paper.co.uk

Ritrama Inc.
800 Kasota Avenue SE
Minneapolis
MN 55414
USA
Tel.: +1-612-378/2277
Fax: +1-612-378/9327
e-mail: rdi@ritrama.com
www.ritrama.com

MACtac UK Ltd

Tel: 01604 756521
Fax: 01604 758150
email: bridings @bemis.co.uk
www.mactac-europe.com

Self Cling & Removable Label Films

PONTLECS Ltd.
Production & Sales of
’t Hofveld, 11 • B-1702 Dilbeek / Belgium

Tel: +32.2.466.94.00
Fax: +32.2.466.63.50

Don’t forget to
ask Tim about
Web Direct on
+44 (0) 20 8846 2818

self-adhesive

labels

for
• price marking,
• industrial printers,
electronic scales, etc.
Pontlecs Company, Ltd.
P.O. Box 381, 9000 Varna - C,
1, Republika blvd., Bulgaria
tel: 00359/52/500 372
fax: 00359/52/500 627
e-mail: elecs@mail.vega.bg

VISIT US AT
Labelexpo 2002 in Chicago or 2003 in Brussels.

www.trespaphan.com

UCB Films Plc
Wigton, Cumbria,
CA7 9BG, United Kingdom
Tel: +44(0) 16973 42281
Fax: +44 (0) 16973 41417
labels@ucb-group.com
www.ﬁlms.ucb-group.com

Laminates, Tapes, Ribbons &
Equipment

Ritrama (Fabriano Division)
Nuova FAD SpA
Polo Industriale Berbentina
60041 Sassoferrato
Ancona
Italy
Tel.: +39-0732 97061
Fax: +39-0732 96436
e-mail: info@fadspa.com

4-6 The Britannia Trade Centre
Ryehill Close
Lodge Farm
Northampton NN5 7UA

Trespaphan UK Ltd.
608 Delta Business Park
Swindon, Wiltshire
SN5 7XL, United Kingdom
Tel. +44-1793-34-4000
Fax +44-1793-34-4001

Yupo Synthetic
Papers
Prinzenallee 13
40549 Dusseldorf
Tel : + 49 211 523 92 60
Fax : + 49 211 523 92 68
Web : www.yupo.com

Overlaminating Films

Release Paper & Films

Silicone Release Liners

Huhtamaki Forchheim

The ‘Clear’ Choice !
1 2 3 PRODUCTS LIMITED
Telephone: 01295 262400
Fax: 01295 262480

Zweibrückenstrasse 15-25,
Forchheim, 91301, DE
Tel: +49 (0)9191 810
Fax: +49 (0)9191 81 212
Email: info.forchheim@de.huhtamaki.com

Rayven Inc.
431 Griggs St. North
St. Paul, MN 55104
USA
Tel: (800) 878-3776
Fax: (651) 642-9497
www.rayven.com

Schleipen & Erkens (UK) Ltd
Silicart S.p.A
1st Floor Priory House,
Ellesmere Avenue,
Marple, Stockport SK6 7AN

Tel: +44 (0)161 449 9994
Fax: +44 (0)161 449 9948
e-mail: sales@SchleipenUK.com

Release Coating
Manufacturers

Huhtamaki Göttingen
Karl-Grüneklee-Str. 23-25,
Göttingen, D-37077, DE
Tel: +49 (0)551 3060
Fax: +49 (0)551 306 212
Email: info.goettingen@de.huhtamaki.com

4P® Release Films

4P® Release Papers

www.4pfolie.com

Etherow Works,
Woolley Bridge, Glossop,
Derbyshire, SK13 2NU
Tel: 01457 892300
Fax: 01457 892322
paul.lambert@upm-kymmene.com
www.loparex.com

Rossella

Silicone release supports

Thermal paper
Aluminium foil
Films
Papers
and others
for any application
Ph. ++ 39 029659191 Fax ++ 39 029655055

DEHESIVE“ Silicone Release
Coatings
Wacker-Chemie GmbH
Silicones Division
Munich, Germany
Phone +800-6279-8000
Fax
+49-89-6279-2888
E-mail: silicones@wacker.com
Wacker Silicones Corp.
3301 Sutton Rd.
Adrian, MI 49221
Phone 800-248-0063
Fax 517-264-8101
www.wackersilicones.com

www.rossella.it

ITALY

Self Adhesive Label Materials
®

7095 Ordan Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada L5T IK6
Tel: (905) 564-5150
Fax: (905) 564-2943
email: sales@arpeco.com
website: www.arpeco.com
Release Liner Manufacturers
Pressure Sensitive Adhesives

Ritrama/Duramark
800 Kasota Avenue SE
Minneapolis
MN55414 USA
Tel: 1-612-378 2277
Fax: 1-612-378 9327
Toll free: (800) 328 5071
E-mail: rdi@ritrama.com

CPFilms Inc., P.O. Box 5068
Martinsville, VA 24115
888-273-4567 (CPF-ILMS)
276-627-3332
fax: 276-627-3500
www.cpﬁlms.com
European Sales
(+44) 2392-219112

For

Ritrama (UK) Ltd,
Lynwell Road,
Lyntown Trading Estate,
Eccles, Manchester
M30 9QG
Tel +44 (0)161-786 1760
Fax: +44 (0)161-786 1761
E-mail: ritrama@globalnet.co.uk

American
Enquiries Contact
Tim Gordon

on +44 (0) 208 846 2818
or Email
tgordon@worldoﬂabels.com

RELEASE FILMS AND PAPERS

1060 Clyde Hanson Dr.
Hammond, Wisconsin 54015
(800) 225-1817
(800) 225-9872

(715) 796-2245
Fax: (715) 796-2400

31010 GODEGA - ITALY
TEL: +39 0438 4321
FAX: +39 0438 432200

Ritrama SpA,
Via Della Guerrina, 108
20052 Monza (Milano),
Italy
Tel: +39 039 839215
Fax: +39 039 834718
E-mail: info@ritrama.it

L

Silicones & Coatings

TTR Euroworks bv

AKESIDE

E . N . G . I . N . E . E . R . I . N . G L . T .D

Quality equipment

Dow Corning Corporation
P.O. Box 994
Midland, MI 48686-0994
Phone: 800-248-2481
Fax: 517-496-4586
www.dowcorning.com

bought & sold
Established 1990
Tel/Fax UK:

0800 915 8556

Te l /Fax INT:

+44 1833 650763

sales@lakesideengineering.co.uk
Tag & Label Films

OUR SPECIALITY !
1 2 3 PRODUCTS LIMITED
Telephone: 01295 262400
Fax: 01295 262480

No.

21st

Drive

Phoenix, Arizona 85021
Fax:

High quality ribbons from
renowned manufacturers.
Shipment within 24 hours after
receipt of order, if required.
Our ribbons put colour on blank labels.

New and pre-owned Label
printing Equipment
Hotmelt coaters
Silicone coaters
Rotary hotfoil equipment
Digital Label Presses

Tel +31 180 419379
Fax +31 180 415785
email: info@ttr.nl
website: www.TTR.NL
Thermal Transfer Ribbons
Dye Subimation Ribbons
Hotfoil Ribbons and printheads

Hand Held Labellers

Computer-to-Plate

GRE Engineering Products AG
Amriswilerstrasse 54a
CH-9314 Steinebrunn

Label Fan Folders

9619

AS-Etikettendrucksysteme GmbH
Am See 16
D-72663 Großbettlingen
Phone: +49/7022-94323-0
Fax: +49/7022-94323-22
E-mail: verkauf@as-etiketten.de
Home page: as-etiketten.de

(602) 997-7266

Tel: +41 71 / 477 33 83
Fax: +41 71 / 477 24 45
E-mail: info@gre.ch
Internet: www.gre.ch

Creo knows
packaging.

(602) 997-6452

You can rely on Creo for the best packaging

www.bbunch.com

prepress solutions in the industry. Whether
you have 10 employees or tens of thousands,
your everyday challenges inspire our teams to
build practical solutions that work in the real

Label Machinery & Equipment

Southback Lane, Bridlington,
E. Yorks YO16 4PP
Tel: 01262 671138
Fax: 01262 677009
Email: Info@ab-graphic.com
www.ab-graphic.com

world... your world.
Creo solutions include Prinergy Powerpack,™
Brisque™ Pack, Synapse™ InSite, ThermoFlex™

UNION CHEMICAR
Manufacturer of

THERMAL TRANSFER RIBBONS
UK Ofﬁce
Unit 27, Goldthorpe Industrial Estate
Goldthorpe, Rotherham, South Yorkshire
S63 9BL. UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1709 890777
Fax: +44 (0) 1709 890033
Email: ucuk@clara.net Website: union-uk.com

and Trendsetter® VLF Packaging. We’re streamlining prepress to ensure your business stays as
sharp as our imaging. Call us today to learn how
we can help make your business more proﬁtable.
For more information about Creo products and
packaging solutions, call 1.800.685.9462.

www.creo.com

Thermal Printer & Ribbons

DAVID HULME
MACHINERY
Tel: +44 1924 387222
Fax: +44 1924 290018
sales@dhm.co.uk

THE WORLD LEADER
IN USED
SELF-ADHESIVE
LABELS, FLEXIBLE
PACKAGING,
WEB & SHEET FED
PRINTING
MACHINERY

www.dhm.co.uk
all you need to know

Netherlands Ofﬁce
De Marne 20,
8701 PT Bolsward
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 515 577300
Fax: +31 (0) 515 577281
Email: ucn@planet.nl

L
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your everyday challenges inspire our teams to
build practical solutions that work in the real
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Southback Lane, Bridlington,
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Fax: 01262 677009
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world... your world.
Creo solutions include Prinergy Powerpack,™
Brisque™ Pack, Synapse™ InSite, ThermoFlex™

UNION CHEMICAR
Manufacturer of

THERMAL TRANSFER RIBBONS
UK Ofﬁce
Unit 27, Goldthorpe Industrial Estate
Goldthorpe, Rotherham, South Yorkshire
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and Trendsetter® VLF Packaging. We’re streamlining prepress to ensure your business stays as
sharp as our imaging. Call us today to learn how
we can help make your business more proﬁtable.
For more information about Creo products and
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www.creo.com

Thermal Printer & Ribbons

DAVID HULME
MACHINERY
Tel: +44 1924 387222
Fax: +44 1924 290018
sales@dhm.co.uk

THE WORLD LEADER
IN USED
SELF-ADHESIVE
LABELS, FLEXIBLE
PACKAGING,
WEB & SHEET FED
PRINTING
MACHINERY

www.dhm.co.uk
all you need to know

Netherlands Ofﬁce
De Marne 20,
8701 PT Bolsward
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0) 515 577300
Fax: +31 (0) 515 577281
Email: ucn@planet.nl

Flexographic Plate Suppliers

Digital Printing Equipment

Narrow Web Printing &
Converting Equipment

Unit 1, Norbury Trading Estate,
Craignish Avenue,
London SW16 4RW
Tel: 020 8679 7938 Fax: 020 8679 7937
www.plastotype.com
Flexographic Platemaking Materials and Processing Equipment

Member of: EUROPEAN FLEXOGRAPHIC
TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION
FLEXOGRAPHIC TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION (USA)

Ofﬁces in: LONDON, GLASGOW & COLEFORD

Full Service Trade Shop

+972 3 9039939
+972 3 9039947
sales@matan.co.il
www.matan.co.il

Fabric Label Presses

INDSOR
LABEL PRINTING
MACHINERY

IN-LINE FLEXO PRINTING
& CONVERTING PRESSES

COMPACT
CENTRAL IMPRESSION
FLEXO PRINTING PRESSES
SINGLE COLOUR
FLEXO CONVERTERS &
RE-REGISTRATION SYSTEMS
VIDEO WEB INSPECTION
SYSTEMS

Carlisle Bros. Ltd
Acton Grove,
LongEaton
Nottingham NG10 1FY
Tel: 0115 946 0011 Fax: 0115 972 4011
E-mail: carlislebros@mcmail.com
Website: www.carlislebros.mcmail.com

Ko-Pack
International
13 Holkham Road, Orton Southgate,
Peterborough, PE2 6TE
T +44 1733 235533
F +44 1733 235117
www.ko-pack.co.uk

Matan Digital Printers(2001) Ltd.
#11 Amal St., Afek Industrial Park,
Rosh Ha'ayin, Israel, 48092, Israel

Tel:
Fax:
Email:
Website:

Label Printing Presses

HIGH SPEED ROTARY
FABRIC PRINTNG PRESSES

ETIPOL A/S
PO Box 79, Rugvaenget 46,
DK-2630 Taastrup, Denmark
Tel: +45 43 52 35 11
Fax: +45 43 52 90 03
www.etipol.dk

Graﬁcon Maschinenbau AG

ISO 9000

Flexo & UV Flexo Presses

Kendryl Park, Chapel Lane,
Bingham, Nottingham NG13 8GF
United Kingdom
Tel: ++44(001949 836223
Fax: ++44(0)1949 836542
e-mil : admin@focuslabel.com
www.focuslabel.com

Plate Making & Plate Mounting

KDO International West Ltd
The KDO Business Park Little Witley
Worcester WR6 6LR England
Tel: +44 (0) 1299 896959
Fax: +44 (0) 1299 896965
E-mail: info@kdo.co.uk www.kdo.co.uk

PHOTOPOLYMER
PLATEMAKING SYSTEMS
PHOTOPOLYMER
PLATE MATERIALS

FABRIC LABEL
CUTTING & FOLDING
EQUIPMENT

Flexographic Printing
Equipment

Holographic Equipment

Newfoil Machines Ltd
Moorhey Engineering Ltd
Moorhey Street,
Oldham OL4 1JE
+44 (0) 161-627 0550
Fax: +44 (0) 161-627 0551
email: sales@newfoilmchines.co.uk

VIDEO PLATEMOUNTING
SYSTEMS

Kendryl Park, Chapel Lane,
Bingham, Nottingham NG13 8GF
United Kingdom
Tel: ++44(001949 836223
Fax: ++44(0)1949 836542
e-mil : admin@focuslabel.com
www.focuslabel.com

The Reliable Source...
Surplus Flexo Presses,
Rotary Letterpress,
Rotogravure,
Prepress & Postpress
New Product Lines

“The Equipment Bulletin”
For all

World
Wide
Enquiries Contact
Tim Gordon

on +44 (0) 20 8846 2818

Tel: 860 510-0012
Fax: 860 510-0119
e-mail: ofﬁce@ﬂexo.com
web: www.ﬂexo.com
40-2 River Street
Old Saybrook Ct. 06475 U.S.A

New and pre-owned Label
printing Equipment
Hotmelt coaters
Silicone coaters
Rotary hotfoil equipment
Holographic equipment
GRE Engineering Products AG
Amriswilerstrasse 54a
CH-9314 Steinebrunn
Tel: +41 71 / 477 33 83
Fax: +41 71 / 477 24 45
E-mail: info@gre.ch
Internet: www.gre.ch

Hofenstrasse 19
CH-9303 Wittenbach
Telefon: +41 71 292 16 16
Telefax: +41 71 292 16 00
info@graﬁconag.ch
www.graﬁconag.ch

Your offset and flexo printing solutions!

www.rotatek.com
comercial@rotatek.com
Phone: + 34 93 674 52 50
Fax : + 34 93 675 19 02

Flexographic Plate Suppliers

Digital Printing Equipment

Narrow Web Printing &
Converting Equipment

Unit 1, Norbury Trading Estate,
Craignish Avenue,
London SW16 4RW
Tel: 020 8679 7938 Fax: 020 8679 7937
www.plastotype.com
Flexographic Platemaking Materials and Processing Equipment
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TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION
FLEXOGRAPHIC TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION (USA)

Ofﬁces in: LONDON, GLASGOW & COLEFORD

Full Service Trade Shop

+972 3 9039939
+972 3 9039947
sales@matan.co.il
www.matan.co.il
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Moorhey Engineering Ltd
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e-mil : admin@focuslabel.com
www.focuslabel.com

The Reliable Source...
Surplus Flexo Presses,
Rotary Letterpress,
Rotogravure,
Prepress & Postpress
New Product Lines

“The Equipment Bulletin”
For all

World
Wide
Enquiries Contact
Tim Gordon

on +44 (0) 20 8846 2818

Tel: 860 510-0012
Fax: 860 510-0119
e-mail: ofﬁce@ﬂexo.com
web: www.ﬂexo.com
40-2 River Street
Old Saybrook Ct. 06475 U.S.A

New and pre-owned Label
printing Equipment
Hotmelt coaters
Silicone coaters
Rotary hotfoil equipment
Holographic equipment
GRE Engineering Products AG
Amriswilerstrasse 54a
CH-9314 Steinebrunn
Tel: +41 71 / 477 33 83
Fax: +41 71 / 477 24 45
E-mail: info@gre.ch
Internet: www.gre.ch

Hofenstrasse 19
CH-9303 Wittenbach
Telefon: +41 71 292 16 16
Telefax: +41 71 292 16 00
info@graﬁconag.ch
www.graﬁconag.ch

Your offset and flexo printing solutions!

www.rotatek.com
comercial@rotatek.com
Phone: + 34 93 674 52 50
Fax : + 34 93 675 19 02

LABELMEN®

INDSOR
LABEL PRINTING
MACHINERY

INTERNATIONAL

New and pre-owned Label
printing Equipment
Hotmelt coaters
Silicone coaters
Rotary hotfoil equipment
Digital Label Presses
GRE Engineering Products AG
Amriswilerstrasse 54a
CH-9314 Steinebrunn
Tel: +41 71 / 477 33 83
Fax: +41 71 / 477 24 45
E-mail: info@gre.ch
Internet: www.gre.ch

To Advertise contact Tim on
Email at
tgordon@worldoﬂabels.com

FUTURE TECHNOLOGY IS HERE
TODAY
•LABELMEN has been a
professional manufacturer
of label printing presses for
more than 30 years.
•LABELMEN PW-260R High
Speed
Full
Rotary
Letterpress, featuring heavy
duty, multi-function, easy
operation
and
low
maintenance to meet your
demands for today and
tomorrow.

ADD: NO435 CHUNG CHENG
N. ROAD.,SAN-CHUNG
CITY (241) TAIWAN
TEL: 02-29882123~5,
29821178~9
FAX: 886-2-29853636
http:// www.labelmen.com
email:webmaster@labelmen.com

Protective Coatings For
Metal Parts

Carlisle Bros. Ltd
Acton Grove,
LongEaton
Nottingham NG10 1FY

General
Magnaplate
®

Tel: 0115 946 0011 Fax: 0115 972 4011
E-mail: carlislebros@mcmail.com
Website: www.carlislebros.mcmail.com
ISO 9000

Letterpress Offset Machines

1331 Route 1
Linden, NJ 07036
Tel: (800) 852-3301
Fax: (908) 862-6110
E-mail: info@magnaplate.com
Website: www.magnaplate.com

North
American

For

Enquiries Contact
ETIPOL A/S
PO Box 79, Rugvaenget 46,
DK-2630 Taastrup, Denmark
Tel: +45 43 52 35 11
Fax: +45 43 52 90 03
www.etipol.dk

Tim Gordon
on
+44 (0) 208 846 2818
or Email
tgordon@worldoﬂabels.com

World Wide Sales: Tim
Tel: +44 (0)20 8846 2818
E-mail: tgordon@Worldoﬂabels.com

www.worldoﬂabels.com

NATIONAL SALES
REPRESENTATIVE

FOR SALE
Barco BG 3700M image
setter with ﬂexrip.
High class external drum image setter, year of
construction
08/2000
with
complete
equipment, punch and ﬂexrip to control for
Mac/PC and Barco-front end, ﬁlm-size 22 1/2 x
25 1/2 inch. The ﬂexrip is based upon a
Dell-computer with two processors and exten
dry-chemical-liquidizer.
All Enquires to:
Druckerei Hartung Robifa GmbH,
Edisonstrasse 23, 33334 Guetersloh,
Germany.
Tel.: +49-(0)5241/30073-0
Fax: +49-(0)5241/30073-73
E-mail: karsten.hartung@etikettendruck.com

Preeminent OVD/Hologram manufacturer is looking for a
National Sales Representative – Brand Protection in the USA.

Requirements:
*
*
*
*
*

Integrity
Industry experience
Proven track record within the industry
Willing to relocate
Extensive travel

*
*
*
*
*

Position at one of the industry leaders
Competitive compensation package, incl. relocation
Dynamic team within a resourceful company
Unmatched technology portfolio
Challenging position

We offer:

For consideration please send cover letter,
salary history and resume to:

Box no.114 Tarsus, 3rd ﬂoor
Commonwealth House,
2 Chalk Hill Road, Hammersmith,
London W6 8DW

At Douglas-Hanson we welcome the challenge of helping you solve your problems and making sure you get the results you
desire. For over 30 years we’ve invested the time, energy and capital to find innovative and effective ways to coat, convert
and extrude a wide variety of substrates for thousands of customers.
We are continually expanding our facilities and capabilities to meet the needs of our customers and solve the problems
they encounter. We welcome special orders and instructions, and take pride in the quality of the products we produce.
Call us today to find out how we can help you get what you want.

1060 Clyde Hanson Drive, Hammond, WI 54015
Toll Free 1-800-225-1817 or 1-800-525-9872
(715) 796-2245
Fax (715) 796-2400
www.douglas-hanson.com

e No.152

800.445.4269 920.337.1800 FAX 920.337.1797 www.gbpcoated.com

HARD WORK IS THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT
Short runs and low minimums allow for job-shop-like
flexibility within our full line of coated papers, films, foils,
direct thermal, thermal transfer and piggyback technologies.
Faster, results-driven service is at the heart of Green Bay
Packaging’s products and custom-engineered solutions.

THERE BETTER BE

MORE THAN
A

LINER
B

E

H

I

N

D

YOU R LAB E L

The assurance of all out effort.

e No.1

